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Although in one or two instances they
outran President Taft's delegates, hie
candidates for delegates did not gain
enoush votes seriously to menace any
of Colouel Roosevelt's delegates.

Antagonist March On Now Jersey
Newark. N. J., May 23. I'resideu
Taft and Colonel Roosevelt today
moved on New Jersey for their next
state campaign for delegates to the
TO
PRESIDENT
GET national convention.
EXPECTS
The battle lor
the is representatives tnis state wti
THE DELEGATES-AT-LARGsend to Chicago opened last ninlit
TO CHICAGO
when Senator LaFolIetTe
spoke at
Jersey
City and West Itoboken. Col
;
MAY
A
FIGHT
CO'iE HP onel Roosevelt is the next candidate
on the field, coming into the suite
this
morning for a series of speeches
ROOSEVELT WILL MAKE AN EN
that will close tonight a Jersey City
DEAVOR TO CONTROL STATE
The president will open his campaign
CONVENTION
at Camden tonignt.
A large part of the carilpaigning
will be by automobile, and both Pres
THE COLONEL COT BIG VOTE ident Taft and Colonel Roosevelt will
spend several nights In New York
NEARLY COMPLETE RETURNS DO setting out each morning to cover the
thickly populated partsHBt the state
NOT CUT DOWN HIS
within the commuting zone. Gover
VICTORY
nor Wilson is the only candidate
lamed on the democratic primary bal
lot but the governo's campTiTgn committee Is opposed by a strong anti- Columbus, Ohio., May 23.
Wilson organization which Is trying
Theodore Roosevelt
Colonel
to elect "unlnstructed"
delegates
will save 32 Ohio district
The primaries are next Tuesday.
delegates to the republican
Twenty-fou- r
delegates chosen fpr t!'p
national convention and Pres12 congressional district s and four
ident Taft 10. Governor Hardelegates-at-large
y tha total vote
mon will go to the Baltimore
of the state, will be elected.

VOTES
E

--

4

convention with 31 district
delegates to 11 for Governor

ed.

republican
probably

.

MODEL ROAD.

Farmington, Mo., May 2? Exer
cises were held here today in dedication of the model highway recently
completed between St. Louis and thf
Arcadia Country club at Arcadia,
Mo. The road is more than 100 miles
in length and was constructed at a
cost of about $85,000, which amount
was raised by popular subscription.

dential
preference primary.
With numerous precincts still
these
nntabulated,
figures
stand out as generally acceptsix

OPTIC,

THURSDAY,

WIF?EZ

THE EARTH TREMBLED
,
Washington, May 23. Extremely
violent earth shocks, centering prob
ably more than 4,000 miles from Washington, were recorded by the slesmo-grapat Georgetown University last
night The vibrations began at 9:50
and continued until 11:22 p. m., being
most pronounced at 30:36. Tbe record was marked by almot unprecedented Irregularity.

will be

In dispute until after the reconvention.
state
publican
Managers for both Roosevelt
and Taft claim they have won.
enough delegates to the state
convention to give them control of the convention. Walter
F. Brown,
Roosevelt's Ohio
campaign manager, said today
Roosevelt's fight for Ohio's
will he
six delegates-at-largcarried Into1 the state convention.
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WHOLESALE

BHIBERY IS

CHARGED TO DASRQV
Harmon Total Reduced
THE PROSECUTION WILL TRY TO
Columbus, O., May 23. Scattering
PROVE ATTEMPTS TO, CORreturns from the most distant disRUPT MANY JURORS.
tricts which, have been received within the last few hours, Indicate that
Los Angeles, Calif., May 23 WholeColonel Roosevelt's delegates acquir- sale attempts to bribe jurors in the
ed in Tuesday's primaries will not McNamara case will be alleged by
drop below the 32 hitherto accorded the prosecution against Clarence B.
him. Governor Wilson of New Jersey Darrow, former chief counsel lor the
liowever, has made slight sains and McNamara brothers, in nis present
there 13 a possibility that Governor (.rial on an indictment charging him
Harmon's delegates will not total more with bribery of George jn. LockwOod.

than 27.
The respective pluralities of the
candidates In the democratic presidential preference with practically
complete returns from all hut seven
counties are 10,137 for Wilson and
23,228 for Governor Harmon, giving
the Ohio governor a majority of
While the seven counties, It is
thought, may reduce Harmon's- plurality slightly, ho Important change in
the figures is expected.
The governor lost his home county,
Hamilton, in the First district by a
close race, but suffered no loss of
delegates inasmuch as his opponent
had no candidates for delegates. Clermont county, the home of Lieutenant
Harmon's
Governor Hugh Nichols,
campaign manager, gave Mr. Wilson a
plurality of 75. Supporters of the
Ohioan are said to be In control of the
county convention, however.
On the basis of the tabulations of
delegates to the republican state convention. Colonel Roosevelt apparently
has 387 out of 754, while 878 are necessary to control The county conventions to which delegates were
elected Tuesday and at which all but
23 counties will name state delegates,
have not met, but estimates in each
county accord Colonel Roosevelt an
advantage. Taft supporters do not
admit this, however, and Intimate that
the president will have enough
strength in tli state convention in
June to give him the six delegates-at-larg13,-09-

District Attorney Fredericks said at
the beginning of the trial proper today that the state would endeavor to
show that Lockwood ana Juror Roo-er- t
F. Bain were not the only McNamara jurors sought 1,0 oe corrupt,

ed.
A repetition of yesterday's difficul-

ty in selecting the alternate juror
was not expected when the trial was
resumed this morning, It wbb believed by both sides that the thirteentn
juror would be speedily obtained.
The plans of the prosecution fox the
conduct of the opening stages of the
actual trial included an opening statement to the jury by Fredericks ana
the imtroduction of evidence to show
that George N. Lockwood, the McNamara jury talesman, was a regularly drawn venireman, as well as the
act that Clarence Darrow was at
that time chief counsel ior J. B. McNamara, then on trial.
clerk of, Judge
George Monroe,
Bordwell's court, in wnich the McNamara irial was held, will be the
first witness, and, after proper founother
dation shall have been laid
witnesses, Lockwood
preliminary
will be placed on the stand. Lock-woois expected to be followed on
the witness stand by Bert n. Franklin, former detective in the employ
of the McNamara defense, who also
was Indicted for the alleged bribery
of Lock wood, and C. ' E. White, a
former county jailer, said to have
The total La Follette vote In the been the man who handed the allegprimaries was a little less than 15,000. ed bribe money to Lockwood.
e.
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TELEGRAPH SERVICE

MAY 23, 1912,

CITY EDITION.

of the government forces proves to
have been premature, but the govern-men- ADVANTAGE
declares that ii expects an ot
ter of surrender from tnem at any
moment. In default of this an Imme
BETO
diate advance will be made by the
government troops on the rebels.
The Cuban government Is confident that it has the situation In Hand
and Is determined not to accept anything less than an Immediate and unHELD AT BAY
.UNITED STATES WILL PROTECT conditional surrender, in default of FEDERALS
'
the Immediate submisjio-- i of the inINSURRECTOS
AMERICANS DURING THE
MEXICAN
surgents, a cordof cf gov.-n:ne- rt
INSURRECTION.
NEAR RELLANO
troops will attack the rebels from all

500 M AMNES WILL
SENT

CUBA

sides.

TEE

IS SERIOUS

SITUATION

Plantations Are Burned.
Cuba, May 23. A body ot
Santiago,
CUBAN AUTHORITIES ARE STRIV
700 negroes, under General Estenezo
ING TO DOWN THE
set fire today to the cane tields ou
NEGROES.
the Esperanza, Santa Rosa ani Cer
.
vantes plantations, owned by
The rural guards remained inPLOT MAY EE UNEARTHED
active, as they were unable to control
Span-lards-

the situation.
IT IS

BELIEVED

Battle Favors Rebels
At Federal Front, Near Rellano,
Mex.,1 May 23. Fighting between the
mala rebel and federal armies was re
newed at daybreak. The governmcir
troops opened with sharp artillery fire.
There was quick refmons from th'!
rebel front which teems
eil fortified. Today's battle is xpected to
mark the turning point lu the Mex
ican revolution.
At 7 a. m. tho reb
BY els were
OF SENATE
TITANIC
holding their own, but the REPORT
federal artillery fire wag growing hea
COMMITTEE WILL CRITICISE
vier every minute.
.
THE COMPANY
General J. J. Campos ceplurej two
cannon and one machine sun of the
COMMAND federal column on the left. The ad CAPTAIN SMITH IS ELAMED
IN
IS
vantage appeared at 9:30 to be with
rebels In that they are holding
the
EXSHOWS
BANDIT GENERAL
COMMANDER OF THE SUNKEN
firm their positions.
TREME CLEVERNESS IN HANDVESSEL TO BE HELD GUILTY
General Huerta, the federal chief,
LING HIS ARMY
movement
flank
behind
a
OF CARELESSNESS
attempted
hills to the east, but was unsuccessful and the federnl main column fell
WATER SUPPLYJS VERY LOW back. The federal fire was
destultory. LACK GF EOATS CONDEMNED
General Orozco has been oa Hie firing
BATTLE IS BEING WAGED AMID line since 5 o'clock.
IT WILL BE BROUGHT OUT THAT
When night Interrupted yesterday'!
CONDITIONS ALMOST
LIFESAVING EQUIPMENT WAS
engagement, it appeared as if the rebNOT PROPERLY USED
els had been slowly disorganized bj
the fierce artillery firo lrom the gov
Rellano, Mex., May 23. After three ernment front.
The federals count
Washington, May 23. The senate
hours' or more of fighting today be- upon their long range guns to drlv committee on commerce
today contween the Mexican federal and rebel the enemy back Into fie
sidered the report on the Titanic disarmies,' reports from the rebel front in 'much the same manner of the tat- aster, which, the committee will subseemed to indicate a slight advantage tle at Conejos, a week ago Sunday,
mit to the senate next Tuesday, tl
over the army of Madero. The inThe engagement Is the elimax ol will be a sweeping arralngment, ft ia
surrectos held firm their positions, two weeks of hard mcrchin,i through understood, of the conduct of the ofcaptured several federal guns and re the desert plains of northern Mexico ficers, especially Captain Smith, under
pulsed a federal attempt at flanking. by the 4,000 federals under General which the great vessel swept along
The fighting of yesterday is declar- Huerta. Repairing bridges and con- through the Iceberg area to her doom
ed to have resulted in a loss of 150 structing practically a new railroad with its Immense loss of life. The
It is over the course which bad been ta report was framed largely by Senator
or more government troops.
en by the retreating re'oels, the gov William Alden Smith of Michigan, the
federal
off
a
drove
Orozco
claimed
ernment troops have pushed their way chairman of the
to
the
loss
that
with
great
charge
cavalry
bat- conducted the
114 miles north of Torreon toth
the
Chiefs
of
contending
investigation.
assailants.
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ARRAIGNMENT

THE REBEL

The first fight between regulat
SOME THE
troops and the negro insurgents 00
GOVERNMENT
IS COURT
curred at La Cubana today, when 1
ING INTERVENTION.
detachment of regulars commanded
by Colonel Machado, attacked a banl
Washington, May zZ. As a result of rebels, of whom
they killed on
ot reports of danger to American
and took one prisoner. One soldier
lives and property in Cuba, the navy was
wounded.
The insurgents disdepartment, at the request ot tne persed,
their arms. The
abandoning
state department, has ordered the
troops are now actively pursuing,
naval .transport Prair'e to embark
them.
marines at Philadelphia and proceeu
immediately to the United States nav
al station at Guantanamo to join tne
i?
gunboats Paducah and Nashville.
State department advices today re
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
garding Cuba were very pessimistic.
Apparently the government has been
unable to estimate the strength or we
purpose of the present insurrection
Washington, May 23. Senate: Met
ary movement. The Cuban militarj at noon.
armies are directing in person their
authorities admit that the situation
Finance committee authorized Sen forces. General Orozco has been near
is serious, but think that they can ator Smoot to
report adversely the his front rank Bince the engagement
control It. The government is said house wool tariff revision bill and
and several times has been under dito "be receiving offers of service from announced that a substitute measure
rect fire of the long range federal
various organizations and individuals' would be framed.
guns. Orozco's brother officers begA party of congressmen left M11
Commerce committee considered re ged him not to expose himself, but
vaua. last night tor their respective port of Titanic Investigation, which he continued to command personally
districts In the disaffected regions to will be mads May 28.
at a section of the right wing which
make an effort to conciliate the negArizona legislature, In petition, urg
repelled the federal's cavalry charge
roes. It is reliably reported to the ed abolition of commerce court.
yeterday with an estimated loss to
state department that many people
House:
Met at 11 a, m.
tho government ot 150 men.
cousiuer mo movement eesiguta vo
The rebel lines are hli etched over
Resumed consideration of the Panprovoke intervention, but no explana- ama canal adiminiBtratlon bill.
five miles In the trenches in front of
tion was volunteered at the depart
the
Charges of official misconduct by R. Rellano. Water 'is scarce and
ment 6t the receipt of this report.
Ex
G. Valentine, Indian
commissioner, heat of the sun is intolerable.
It has beeu a matter ot ijisc'jsajoc were resumed before interior
clouds of alkali
depart ploding shells, stir up
tor some time amoug the diplomatic
dust that not only stifles the parchment expenditure committee.
of' the troopers but Intercorps hei'e, however, that the Cu;ian
By a vote of 147 to 126. the provi- ed throats
government itself might be tempted sion in Panama bill requiring no tolls feres with rifle aim. The residents
to encourage a rebellious movement be
miles
charged American coastwise trade of the town have fled many
In the hope of securing a continuvessels passing through canal, was north. The rebels are handicapped
ance in power by American backing. reaffirmed.
by a lack of artillery. The federals
It has been stated
that President
have all their big guns in action and
Gomei has lost control of his own
the bombardment has at times been
liberal party through his refusal to
terrible, but the rebels have never
displace the Spanish element among
WILL wavered, holding their entrenched
the officeholders in favor of the
positions until the federal infantry ad
'veterans," a large proportion
vanced under cover of the artillery to
of whom are negroes, who participata
point well within range of smaller
WOOL
ed in the war of independence.
The deadly hail of lead the
guns.
On the other hand, the conservative
rebels yesterday poured Into the adcolumns of government troops
element, including a considerable porMAJORITY COMMITTEE vancing
tion of his own party, are deeply dis- SENATE
was well directed, but the instant the
RETURNS REPORT UNFAVORsatisfied with the local administrafederals broke, they were rallied by
ABLE TO PENDING BILL.
tion of the island and the distributheir officers and again advanced, on
tion of ooncessions and special privily to .be driven back a second and
Washington, May 23. The senala third time, finally retiring to Asunsolo,
leges of great value. The party conon finance today authorizventions so far held have served to committee
live miles south.
Smoot of Utah to report
ed
Senator
accentuate these differences and to
If the rebels are dislodged It will
revithe house wool tariff
Indicate the possibility of chaos in adversely
because of the superior handling
te
sion bill and to announce that'latel
the approaching election.
of
tha feleral force, which in the
comthe republican members of the
Since the present troubles began
two weeks has been gradually
last
mittee would take up the framing ol
In the Island. American interests in
the rebels a distance 114
forcing
a republican substitute. The adverse
the vicinity of Guantanamo and Sanand away from Torreon,
north
miles
report was on a six to eight vote.
tiago, have been making representarailroad
the
gateway of north central
adiln presenting the committee's
tions to the state department of the
Torreon
originally was the
Mexico.
verse report on the house bill Mr.
danger of their lives and property and Smoot stated that the majority ex- objective point ot the rebels In this
later urged the state department to
pected to report a substitute. Sena- campaign.
procure adequate protection for them. tor
The scarcity of food and water, the
Heyburn protested that as the maIt was believed that this could be
heat and the stifling atmoburning
no
member
no
taken
had
action
better secured by the dispatch of jority
that
spreads over the sandy
had' a right to make such a promise sphere
American warships to the naval stathe battle rages towhich" was calculated, he said, "to table land where
tion at liuantanamo ind the increasseem
impossible for
it
makes
day,
create the impression that the repubits whole force in
to
side
either
ing of the force of marines there.
keep
to
enter
is
about
lican party
upon
It was carefully explained at the a
the field for many hours at a time.
revision of the tariff.
state department that this is not to
added
Senators Looge and Penrose
be considered sn intervention move- that tbe
War News Delayed
republican members of the
ment on the part of the United
committee would present a bill based
Tex., May 23. Communi
El
Paso,
States, but merely a precautionary on the
of the tariff board.
report
here and the federal
between
cation
necesof
case
step in order that, in
It has no quarters at Asunsolo just south of Reland
"Congress
legislates
sity, protection may be accorded to master to dictate its course," said
lano where & battle is raging today
the Americans.
Mr. Heyburn, tersely, indicating a between the main colums of the rebTwo hundred additional marines
not to be guided by the tar els and federals had not been obtaln- were ordered from Philadelphia purpose
iff board.
ed up to noon today by the Mexican
to board the Prairie. The navy de
thart a ma- consul. A telegraph circuit via Nog-ale- s
Senator
remarked
Bailey
partment is making every effort to
of the republican members of
and Mexico City to Conejos, the
have the vessel get under way Dj jority
the committee wanted to confess the nearest station to Asunsolo was comIt should reach Guanta rates
nigjitfall.
of tffe Payne-Aldrlc-h
bill were pleted but the only Information availnamo in 'four days.
too high and that Senator Heyburn able was that the operator of the feddid not agree with them.
eral camp failed to answer. It is asTerms Are- Proposed.
"That states my position accurate- sumed that General Huerta has orderHavana, May 23. The report cur- ly," replied Mr. Heyburn. "1 do not ed his operator to tap a wire further
rent this morning that Generals
want a revision."
north than Asunsolo and news of the
and Ivonet. had requested to " "And the others do," concluded Mr. battle through federal sources is not
negotiate terms with the commander Bailey.
expected until late today.
BY

1

MISSOURI'S

Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey, In addition to the six del-- egates-at-largthe right to
name whom he won by his victory in the democratic presi-
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under
tleeround. The lnsunectos,
The report, it is said, will severely
General Orozco, are believed to num- criticise Captain Smith, as mainly reber 5,000 men.
sponsible for the disaster because of
failure to heed the warning of other
Garibaldi to Help
vessels; the British board of trade for
Garibaldi,
grandson of lax inspection; and J. Bruce Ismay,
Guiseppe
ihas
been
special- who was a passenger, and will point
Italian
the
liberator,
ly commissioned by President Made to the lack of discipline In the time
ro to take charge of the Mexican fed of danger, Captain Lord of the
eral troops close to the International
will figure in the responsibborder with the uJUftTate" idea of re-- ility because of failure to take
retaking Juarez for the government. sary step3 when near the Tiani
GaTTbaldl
received the sword of whose rocket
of diaress were
General Navarro, the Diaz command see aboard he Californlan. Congress
er, in the battle of Juarez a year will be asked to reward Captain Ros-tro- n
ago, and is familiar with the zone. He
of the rescue ship Carpathla,
Is ai present at Douglas, Ariz., in
Legislation will be pressed as the
touch with the situation in the state result of the conclusion's announced
of .Sonora, where it is believed Gen in the report. A general bill Is being
eral Orozco's army may retreat it framed In ' the senate by Senator
defeated In the battle at Rellano.
Smith, which, along with other measures already framed in the senate, and
the house, will be'eonsidered by the
FLYNN GETS WELCOME commerce commission and reduced to
concrete legislation to meet the lesson drawn from the Titanic disaster.
IN THE DUKE CITY The report will criticise the lack of
drills and tests aboard the Titanic,
miles an hour speed at the
the 24
PUEBLO FIREMAN WILL ENTER- time of the
accident, the failure of
TAIN FELLOW RAILROADERS
the steamship company to provide the
TONIGHT
Tltanio with glasses for the lookouts
and with searchlights, the failure to
Albuquerque, N. M., May 23. Jlnt give general warning to the passenFlynn and his sparring partner, A gers after the vessel had been struck;
Williams will box three rounds tonight
by an Iceberg with an impact, esti
before the New Mexico Atheltlc club. mated at the combined force of the
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- broadsides of a score of the largest .
men, which is in session here and ot guns used, by the navy and the White
which Flynn is a member, gave Flynt Star Line company for its course as
a rousing reception. Jack Curley to giving out information on the Monmanager for Flynn, and hia bride, whi day of the disaster.
was Miss Marie Drescher, of Denver
With some modifications, in view of
will witness the bout.
the evcttement, it will criticise the
Indifference of some of those aboard
NAVIGATION CONGRESS.
the lifeboats toward those struggling
Philadelphia, May1 23. President In the water In view of the fact that
Taft, on behalf of the nation, wel- the evidence showed that the life
comed the delegates from many boats, which could have taken care of
countries to the Twelfth Internation- 1,176 people, only carried 704. The
al Congress of Navigation that bgan report will advocate more lifeboats,
"
here today.
more extensive wireless apparatus
"I know you will believe me when and other equipment. The committee
I say," the president declared, "that will urge definite international underthe building of the Panama canal is standing looking to greater safety at
'
an evidence of the ' desire of the sea. Two set speeches on the disaster
United States to do something for will follow the presentation of the rethe welfare of the people of the port next Tuesday. Senator Smith
' .
world."
will make a speech on the subject and
Mr. Taft touched upon universal Senator Rayner of Maryland will dispeace among the nations, humorous- cuss "the lessons taught congress and
ly remarking that it Is at present the people by the Titanic disaster."
The committee reached no final
suffering) a temporary halt, but addconclusions
at this morning's session,
of
the
hearts
the
that
ing seriously
American people beat high for every and resumed the discussion of the restep toward the peace of the world port at an afternoon session.
and for the time wGen battleships
will not be built.
TEXAS EXPECTS BIG CROP.
Fort Worth, Tex., May 23. Bumper
JOB FOR O'KEEFE
grain crops are predicted for the
Washington, May 23. The president southwest this year by the Texas
today nominated Cornelius O'Keefe grain dealers, who assembled here In
as customs collector for Arizona. large number today for the fourteenth
John McCourt, as United States attor- annu' meeting of their state associaney for Oregon; Frank C. Eraniwell, tion. The convents will be in sesregister of the land office at La Gran sion three days, with James C. Hunt
of Wichita Falls presiding
de, Oregon.
Call-fornla- n,

s'als

.
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IN THE

HAILING

OF

FREIGHT
SANTA

.

FE WILL REDUCE OVERCHARGE CLAIMS IF
POSSIBLE.

Topeka, Kan.. May 23. H. C. Frib
ble, freight claim auditor of the
Topeka & Santa Pe railway
company, headquarters at Topeka. Is
making an effort to inaugurate some
reforms In the handling of freight
traffic which, If followed, will reduce the number of overcharge
claims to the minimum.
"The Santa Fe," Mr. Pribble said,
"would rather spend two dollars to
avoid an overcharge than half that
sum In adjusting one."
Effective steps
along advanced
lines lately have been taken by the
Santa Fe for a closer and more thorough revision of Its billing before delivery of freight, and that has accomplished, some good. "However,"
Mr. Pribble said, "claims In many In-stances arise from causes beyond the
railroad company's control, and can
be avoided only through the active
and
of shippers.
"One of the common caBses of overcharge claims, is the failure of the
shipper to properly describe the cuticle on the shipping ticket, and ir
such case the bill of fading carries
erroneous information. Often these
alleged overcharges really are undercharges, due to Inaccuracies In descriptions. To insure proper classification, billing and collection It is very
Important that the package as well as
the article be described, whether a
box, crate or bundle, whether set up,
knocked down, knocked down flat
etc- -

"Another cause Is the illegible and
poorly written shipping ticket and
bill of lading. The use of abbreviations also makes a great deal of trou
ble, and should be avoided as much
as possible.

-f

"Frequently a number of articles
are delivered to the company wlti
one weight for the entire lot, and
when this Is done the entire consignment Is likely to be billed at the ate
applying on the highest classed artt
"Jf ln tn6 lot Care should be exer- -

50

clsed to enter the exact weight 91
each article taking a. different classification.
"A great deaf Of grief would be
avoided IfTuTSp-- rg would declare the
valuation of goods, and on returned
shipments the bill of lading shouid

carry the Information that It Is a returned shipment in order to secu
the reduced rate to which the shipper
is entitled. The exact dimensions etf
articles also should be given in
cases where the dimensions make the
rate.
"A particularly vexatious class of
claims Is that growing out of
The routing should be plainly written on the bill of lading.
"In ordering a car, the shippef
should specify thft carrying capacity
desired, otherwise, the first available
car will be sent It may be too large,
resulting In excessive charges.
"Shippers should be careful to not
load dunnage in excess of the allowance provld- -I for by the tarirfs. The
Western Railway Weighing associa
tion is recognized py the Santa re
and its official stamp on a bill of lading always 'goes.' A membershlD in
this association Is" an inexpensive safe
guard against overcharges in weight.
"Careful inquiry should be made
hy shippers Into routes rates and
rules when diverting or recognizing
carload freight, thus saving time,
trouble and expense.
"If patrons of the Santa Fe who
use the freight service will
with usin tm manner outlined,
the difficulties mentioned will soon
be so far eradicated that they will no
longer be a disturbing element" '
Santa Fe Capitalized at 615 Millions.
The casual reader is staggered by
the magnitude of business reported
in government publications. Take the
railroad business, for instance. It is
difficult for the average citizen to
grasp the railroad situation of this
country by reading the reports of the
Interstate commerce commission. It
is only by nslng the per cent in his
comparisons can the reader brin? the
large figures within range.
E. L. Copeland,
secretary ;and
treasurer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway company, headquarters in Topeka, has made a b'rlof
analysis of the interstate commerce
commission report of his company's
figures for 1912.
"The Santa Fe," Mr. Copeland says,
"is capitalized, through its issue of
stocks and bonds, for 1611,706,050,
while the property itself is actually

S
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woith several niiiiions more than
amount.
"During the year ending June u0
1911, the campany paid out for ojierat
ing the road, Including taxes, rental
of trackB and hire of equipment,
The interest paid on tne
$7S,CS9,094.
company's $329,101,820 of bonds outThe divistanding was 112,712,319.
dend paid the company's 2S2,6U4,2ao
of outstanding stock was $15,641,150.
The management set aside for tne
fuel reserve fund $114,139, and approand better
priated for adHlt-foBments $5,000,000, the latter including
many changes and improvements
called for by the public, which did
not, in any way, Increase the revenue of the line, but gave the people
more comfort and pleasure, and the
the end of the year was
surplus
$315,717, which amount was carried
to profit and loss account.
"This surp"nnr for the year's business is comparatively a very smali
amount, when one considers the volume of business handled, and, on a
percentage basis, lc less than
of 1 per cent of the company's
capitalization, the latter being the
amount of money .invested ln the
property.
"I am satisfied that the average
merchant ln any line of trade is
earning a higher rate on his invest
ment than the great Santa Fe road
is paying to its owners, the shareholders. The owners of the preferred
stock of the Santa Fe cannot receive
a dividend in excess ot b per cent ir
any one year, no matter how prosperous the road may be. and the owners
of the common stock are now receiving a dividend of 6 per cent, which us
the highest rate ever paid on that
stock, but the average rate paid to
the shareholders for 15 years has
amounted to only 44 per cent, it
can be readily seen tbati the owners
of railroad stock are receiving a low
rate of income on their Investment."

JCITY MAY OBTAII

one-fiftee-n

DURSTON-FRANCIWEDDDIG.
Troy, N. T., ay M23. The wedding
of Miss Harriet Francis, daughter of
the late Charles S. Francis, who was
the American ambassador to Austria- -

Hungary, and Marshall Hurst Durs-toof Syracuse, took place today at
Washington park, the home of the
bride's mother in this city.

n

FIGHTS SCHEDULED TONIGHT.
Tommy Burns vs. Jack Connell, 10

rounds, at Edmonton, Alta.
Joe Coster vs. Eddie O'Keefe,
rounds, at New York City.

10
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rersons
Will Make $20.00 Each

Writing

Jirgles

In May, 1912. we will buy 50 good
Jingles, suitable for a Post
Toasties Jingle Book.
get 520 00 for writing an
Y? mfV
Jingle or for filling in
the missing
line of the Imcomplete Jingleoriginal
in the coupon. A fine way
to have some fvin. ;
A COMPLETE JINGLE
"Am an example
only. "

FINISH THIS JINGLE

'

Picnic daya are coming, goodness what a
treat,
Fill up all the baskets! lots of stuff to
eat,
Never mind the cake and jam, never mind the tea,
Plenty of Post Toasties that's good enough for me.
--

Little orphan Annie, from far, far
away
'
Came to make a visit, and she's
going to stay.
Roses now are blooming, on her cheeks, so
pale,
"Fill in fhi line, mentioning ToMtiet, md write
plainly."

Sign here

Name

Dat.

Street and No.
City

MAY 23, 1312.

BASEBALL

4

REDUCTION II

44-4444444-

RATES
NEW

AGU
WITH
CONTRACT
PURA COMPANY MAY MAKE
SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION.

A

That the city may be able to secure
a Buliitaotlal reduction In the municipal water rent wag the report ot
ChrJrm an Hayjv of the water and
light committee at the regular meeting of the city council last night Tvlr.
Hays said that the city had offered
the Agua Pura company a flat rate
of $1,250 a year for the use of fire
plugs now ln existence and the water
UBed ln flushing' the sewers. Under
the contract which expired several
months ago the city was paying
for the same service.
Mayor Taupert explained that when
the old contract was made the price
was made sufficiently high to reimburse the water company for 'the installation of fire hydrants and for
flushing stwers. He stated that lie
city has now paid ln more than
enough to pay for the hydrants and
has paid for flushing sewers during
several years when no sewer was ln
existence. The mayor said that, during last year, there were only eleven
fires and the amount of water used
by the city was Inconsiderable.
May
or Taup'ert gave It as his belief that
the company would grant the new
rate, Inasmuch as the old contract
was made when municipal conditions
were decidedly different to what they
are at the present time. The acting
manager, Stephen Powers, has laid
the proposition before the officials
of the company In Louisville, Ky., and
It Is believed a definite answer will
be received in the near fuTirre.
While thex council faS talklnr
about he water contract City Ulerk
Charles Tamme reported that he
had received a bill from the Agua
Pura company for $2,560. He said
that this amoiitft was due the company for services rendered durlne- rfr
Fear beginning fn January, 1902. Mr.
lamme explained that the city's contract with the company had expired
in 1902 and had nob been renewed
for nearly 12 months. All payments
were made according to the new con
tract, which was made, while Mayor
in the, office, but the
Money was
council had been one year behind because of neglect to make a lew for
water, service during 1902. The fact
was brought out that the
present
levy, though sufficient to pay for the
Is
water,
less .than than required ten
years ago. The council participated
In some discussion
regarding the payment of the bill but took no official
action. The account likely will be
settled when the city comes to
terms for the new water contract

$2,-04- 0

of this crisp food with cream and
sugar.

It is not easily forgotten.

during which you can buy Seasonable Merchandise at astonishing low prices.
Wearing apparel bought this week will greatly
the cost of your summer clothes.

reduce

I

Sato C loo so Saturday Evening
ALL WOMEN'S

at

25

PER CENT DSICOUNT

DRESSES at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
COLORED WASH GOODS at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
WOOL DRESS GOODS and SILKS at 20 per cent DISCOUNT
$1.25 LINGERIE WAISTS
95c
$2.50

LINGERIE WAISTS

$2.00

$3.00 SILK WAISTS

$2 25

Sale For Cash Only

8T .408.

Pitcher "Rube" Marquard Is tossing tBo same kind of teasers that
won him first place among the National league slab artists last season.
"Spike" Shannon, the .former New
s
City outfielder, Is now
clerking In a Kansas City hotel and
declares he is out of baseball for

SUITS

"

ALL

Las YQsLoadinSioro

York-Kansa-

good.

Before the season, opened, how
of baseball would
many followers
have picked the White Box to polish
the world's champons and rght on
the champs' own lot at that
h tu Lajoie out of the game the
Cleveland team has found the going
pretty tough. The Naps miss those
swell bingles the big Frenchman Is
ln the habit of putting over.
Now they say that Hank O'Day is
a better manager than he was an umpire. No doubt that is true for according to the fans there never was
a good umpire In the history of ihe
game.
The Boston Red Sox made a
record In a recent game with
the St. Louis Browns, when nine runs
straight were scored by nine successive batsmen ln pne lnaias oefore
anybody was put out.
The St. Louis Cardinals look a
per cent better when Kogefj
Bresnahan Is on the Job. When
"Rajah" Is again able to work behind
the bat the Cards percentage should
rise like a thermometer in a bol!er

i
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GRAND UNION

MEETING B.

L F.

& B. OF

L E

TICKETS ON SALE MAY 19TH., TO 24TH., GOOD FOR
--

RETUBN UNTIL MAY

25T- H--

room.

D. L. BATCH ELOR,

Agent

j

ted his guilt of a score of more of
burglaries. For nearly a year after
his arrest he was confined ln an Insane asylum for observation. At tho
end of that period the Experts declared him to be sane and TTe was tried
and convicted of the murder.

g

gand stated, that property owners
not on the sewer lino
i,...
a right to object to
having repairs
made with money taken from the general funo of the city, it was suggested by the mayor that it Is the
Intention of the city to put in a sewer system completely
covering the
town, at which time It would be
early

WY

at once.
Aldermen present were Wiegand,
Forsythe, Qulnn, Reynolds,
Stern,
Hays and" Martin. Mr. McGuire, who
is recovering from a severe
surgical
operation, was unable to attend the
meeting.

Old papers for sale.

IT PAYS TO" BUY

ADVERTISED. GSSDS
Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his-- .
rStatements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at
stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the. goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
'
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

1

the delicious bits toasted of Indian Corn.

DElCOrJ'ClE.

FIGHT FOR MURDERER'S LIFE.
Boston, Mass.,
May 3. Counsel
for Bertram G. Spencer, who was convicted of the murder of Miss Martha
E. Blackstone at Springfield two
years ago, appeared before the fuU
MTss Blackstone's
murder, while
bench of the Massachusetts suprems she was
sitting at the table of friends
court here today to make a final ap- whose home
Spencer Tlad entered to
man burglarize, and Spencer's subsequent
peal to save the condemned
from the electric chair. Spencer's arrest In April, 1910, culminated a
lawyer's, ln support of their plea ror series of breaks and robberies which
a new trial, contend that evidence of had most of the
now pending.
city of Springfield
the prisoner's Insanity, produced by agog with fear for a
Mr. Wiegand called attention to
long time. Alter
the
fact that no provision has been made competent alienists, was disregarded his arrest Spencer confessed tcTklll-Infor the maintenance ot the sewer. by the trial Jury.
Miss Blackstone ana also admit
He said that, while there is an assessment for paying for the sewer,
no money is provided for
keeping it
In repair. It is his belief, Mr. Wie-

Or, write an original Post
ties Jingle not less than
line
any
must
tain "Post Toasties" or '"Toasties."

P'O S T T O A S T1E--

CUD -

1

property
fhe north end of Fourth street have
not paid for sidewalks ordered ln h.7
Use of above form of answer is
the city". He said the contractor is
but
not
suggested,
required.
waiting for his money and that the
Address ,nd mail your Jingles to
city should get It for him. The counJingle Dept. 300 POSTUM CEREAL CO.. LTD.. BATTLE CREEK. MICH.
cil voted to instruct the city attorney
to araw up a lien ordinance
against
Jingles accepted for our book, will be bought
Fill in the missing line of the incomplete the property to be presented at the
and paid for at $20.00 each.
Jingle printed above, making the last line include next regular meeting.
Clerk Tamme presented a resoluthe name of "Toasties," with correct rhyme and
Only the Jingles we pay for will be used.
tion from the school board
providing
metre.
There will be 50 jingles purchased, and the
for a levy of 10 mills on the dollar
names and addresses of the writers will be
for maintenance of the city schools
printed
and mailed to every enquirer who ends us a lc
Toas- and two mills for the payment of Interest on the bonffetT indebtedness.
stamped and addressed envelope for return.
of
4 lines?, The resolution
was accepted by .the
The Jingles will be judged honestly
one
council.
of
which
conupon
Chairman Martin of the committee
merit, so if you are a sensative person and not a
on
city property was Instructed to
dont
good sportsman,
try for we have no time to
4.1
..u
,
have the roof of the city hall repaired
l"UBC W"UM: j mgies are not
As Manv Tingles mav be hmirwrf o w,v
accepted.
and present the bill at the next regular meeting of the council. There
This is an opportunity to make some extra
money, and. in addition, become acquainted with are some leaks in the guttering and
it was decided they should be repair
'

Try some

The Boston 77 e7 Sox have released
imcr len- "Casey" Hagerman, the
ver pitcher, to the .Traey City riun.
John Ganzel's Rochester chumpionc
have come to life and are now making
the International league teams behave.
Cheney, the former Louisville pltfh-- j
er, seems to be-- the only hurler with
the Cubs able to produce winning re-suits.
The United States league got a
good start fn Pittsburg, the first game
of the season
drawing 7.001) spectators.
Hugh Duffy Is having a hard time
trying; to keep his Milwaukee Brewers up In the AmeTOan Association
race.
The Peoria champions of the Three-league got away to a bad start this
year, losing the first six games
Manager Frank ShaughneSsy, of the
Fort Wayne team, is lead!n the Central league batters with an average

enough to provide means of maintenance.
Mr. Wiegand also called attention
to the fact that
owners on

State.
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Always Pays

(o Buy

Advertised Goods
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RAILROADS GIVEi
A

HEARING BY
LEGISLATURE

OFFICIALS

AND EMPLOYES TALK
FOR AND. AGAINST PENDING
BILLS

Santa Fe, N. M., May 23. An important public hearing of the joint
committees of house and senate on
railroads was held last night In the
chambers of the state supreme court
at the capitol to debate the full crew
tiU which members of the order of
railway trainmen are advocating and
which the railroad officials are oppos-

classes of vehicles for the support, repair and building of good road.
State bonds may be Issued to the
amount of 500,000 for the purpose of
building and maintaining good roads
and these bonds shall be Issued to
the amount of 500 worth $1,000 each
bearing Interest at the rate of four
per cent a year. They bear the date
of January 1, 1914. The first 20 of
the bonds shall be payable in 1919
and thereafter, 20 shall be payable
lach year up to and Including 1943.
Provisions are made for the sale and
payment 'of interest.
are authorized to issue
Counties
bonds for good roads not In excest
of four per cent of their assessable
property, including the county debts,
These bonda shall be Issued by the
commissioners under provl-- i
county
sions set forth In the bill.
Senate
Invitations to attend the closing exercises of the state school for the deaf
and dumb were presented by McCoy.
The following bills were introduced:
Senate Bill No. 161, by Holt, providing for a state bond issue for roads.
Senate Bill No. 162. by Holt, providing for county bond issues for roads.
Senate Bill No. 163, by Holt for the
constrv ction of roads, highways and

VEGAS DAILY

House BUI No 231, by Chrtsmaii, a
fence law. To Judiciary commJtteG.
House Bill No. 233, by Llewellyn
and Moreno, an act authorizing the
taxing of the output of coal mines and
providing for the assessment by the
county assessor of the same. The bill
taxes screenings worth less than a
f
dolar a ton,
cent a ton;
mine run one ctnt a ton; bituminous
mine run above $2 a ton; at two cents
a ton; anthracite at three cents a
ton. The annual revenue this will
bring at the start will be about
to J100.000 a year. To committee
on state affairs.
Resolution
Hilton Introduced,
and the Hoi,s?
passed, a resolution, that in view of
the enormous amount of business to
be transacted the next few weeks, and
that because the members should be
undisturbed in their legislatlva dutler.
one-hal-

THURSDAY,

cn;;u. '

MAY

23, 1912.

dores and
I ill paired
46 to 1, M. C. Jo liaca voiing no
Strongent LozM Option Measure
The finance committee of the house
will report favorably today a house
substitute for House Bill No. 8, a local option law. But the substitute
measure will be the motst radical departure of any
legislation
In
except prohibition, yet proposed
the house. It will provide for the
raising of all saloon licenses 00 per
and wholesale.
cent, both retail
Among Its provisions, is one for the
appointment by the governor of a commission which shall be confirmed by
shall
the senate. This commission
have the authority to pass upon all
applications for saloon licenses in any
portion of the state and to grant or
refuse licenses to any applicant. The
provisions of the bill are so drawn as
business
to absolutely put out of
be barred
50 per cent of the saloons In the
about
B'anch-ar$75,-00-

g

OPTIC.

anti-liquo- r

THHH

amendments had failed. A vote to
reconsider the vote and strike out the
preamble carried, Clancy explained
that he has a grudge against no member that he always took big medicine
like a man but that he opposed changing a bill after It once had carried.
Mullens objected to the obvious efforts
to kill time and Rogers objected to
encumbering the statutes with unnecessary rubbish.
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PLAY8 AND PLAYER8

James T. Powers may visit Australia next season.
Viola Gillette was at one time an
artist's model.
"Officer 666" has proved a moneymaker In both New York and Chicago this season.
Una Abarbanell will star under the
direction of George W .Lederer next
season.
Amusical version of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" will be produced in Chicago
this month.
Frank Hatch Is to produce a new
college comedy called 'IPuttlng
It
Over" this month.

all unauthorized persons
from the floor of the house.
state and the qualifications for a liing.
moved to amend "except state ofcense to conduct a Baloon are so
Officials and Trainmen Present
The amendment was n'"0
ficers,"
stringent that many of the saloon
The railroads were represented bj
adopted.
keepers now in the business will be
P. J. Clancy, assistant general man
Mcvlng Picture Bill
driven out.
ager of the Southern Pacific; Georgi
Quite a debate was caused by House
Chairman Toombs of the committee
S. HIckey, assistant
superintendent
Bill No. 155, by Hilton, to prohibit 'he
on enrolled and engrossed bills re- of the Tucson division of the Southof
exhibition
moving pictures tending
four measures that were read
ern Pacific; Avery Turner, manager
to degrade the morals or virtue of 'he ported
in full.
of the Pecos Valley Hpes of the San- bridges.
Blanch-arHenrietta Crossman has lost her
and
Catron, Rogers
people
By unanimous consent, Chairman mother, who died last month in her
ta Fe; J. M. Kurn, general superinSenate Bill No. 164, by Holt, providoffered amendments. The Catron
Hilton of the committee of the Indian
tendent of the western grand division ing for a state license on autos.
Pennsylvania home.
amendment was voted down as was
house Joint
of the Santa Fe.
William Farnum will be leading man
Senate) Bill No. 165, by Holt to that of Blanchard providing "that the affairs, reported favorably
The trainmen were represented by amend section 24 of chapter 116, of the act shall be In effect only when the Memorial No. 7, by Vargas asking of a summer stock company In Buffato modify the status of the lo, N. Y., this summer.
LAS VEGAS AUTO & MACHINE CO.
T. D. Skeen and J. G. McGee who are thirty-silegislative assembly, relat- legislature is in session." Clancy mov- congress
Pueblo Indians.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
here permanently as a legislative ing to roads.
to
Julius
ed to add the emergency clause
Steger intends to go on tour
Chairman Catron of the committee again next
committee. Both are officials of their
Senate Bill No. 166, by Crampton, Blancliard's amendment. This failed
season, playing "The Masorder. Representatives Tripp,
to amend the acts relating to the slate but the Rogers amendment making on public lands, reported favorably ter of the House."
and Nichols, all trainmen, at- engineer and board of water commis- the measure more definite, was ac- Senate Bill No. 36, the public lands
A play with the luckless Lady Jane
act
"3
tended the meeting in defense of the sioners.
Grey as its subject Is to be presented
cepted by Hilton after a motion by
House Bill No. .161, by Bias San in
bill.
Senate Bill No. 167, by Crampton, re Llewellyn 'to recommit had failed.
Philadelphia soon.
to compel employers to pay
chez,
Officials Declared Bill Unnecessary lating to presidential electors.
e
Leo Fall has written a new operetToombs made an eloquent plea for tl
common laborers their full wages at ta called
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
The railway officials declared that
Direct Election of Senators
"The Dancing Girl," that
protection of girls and boy3 against
Nichols
work.
from
the
suspension
was
It
bill
the
will be produced early next season.
A special message from Governor the sinister inflaence of irimicral
unnecessary and that
what he considered unjust
worked a great hardship on the rail- McDonald recommended that favorA comic opera from the French,
Lucero spoke
vehemently pointed out,
would work. His
way companies who were now em able action be taken to secure an against the bill declaring it entirely hardships the bill
called "The Tale of a Tub," will be
was carried.
ploying all the men they possibly amendme? t to the constitution of the proper to depict "what nature teach motion to recommit
produced In New York some time
No.
104,
Bill
House
by Carter, giv next season.
encould afford at the rate of wages
United States for the direct election es" In slot machines, and that thoe
ing mayors of incorporated munici
forced by the unions.
of United States senators. He sent a who think they would be scandall.-.e- d
It Is reported that Grace Hazard
the same powers as a Justice and Fred
palities
Took No Action
copy of the resolution pending in con- are not compelled to look at the picDuprez, both well known
the city coun
vaudeville stars, are to be married
They declared that It was obvious gress, the resolution being certified tures. The bill passed 35 to C, Mul- of the peace, provided
cil or town trustees so direct Catron next month.
that if more men were needed In a by Secretary of States Knox. .
lens in explaining his vote saying
moved to recommit the bill and Llewmeascrew any railway company would put
if
those
Committee Reports
Etienne Glrardot, who was the orithat it evidently is one
out discrepancies
them on because the railroads lost
The committee on private and muni ure to improve the morals of every- ellyn also pointed
ginal of "Charley's Aunt," Is In vauwas recommlttee.
deville with a sketch, called "The
heavily from accidents, either pass cipal corporations reported a substi- body else that bear the earmarks of The bill
Substitute for House Bill No. 61, by
Room."
enger or freight The railway men tute for House Substitute for House all such measures, of having been
Gray
declared that It was absolutely neces- Bill No. 153, regarding the water sup- prepared by a power belnd tb.3 throne Vargas, an act relating to damages
OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
Among the features on the program
caused by animals, was
of the next Lambs' Gambol are a
sary to bring crews up to the stand ply of municipalities. It reported un- that seeks to make people better by and Injuries
ard they had demanded and that) this favorably Senate Bill No. 59, regard- methods that do more, harm than the on motion of the author, recommitted number of burlesques on current stage
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
A bill of much Importance to muni successes.
was especially true In the western di ing water supply; House Bill No. 145, evil sought to be remedied. However,
a cipalities, House Substitute for House
visions where mountain traffic and providing for the election of city mar- as it will give thes
show you.
Next season Robert Maatell will
hard grades, worked hardships upon shals; Senate Bill No. 7 by Barth, to chance' to get busy classifying what Bill No. 38, by Mullens was taken up. produce Justin Huntley McCarthy's
all of the trainmen, especially the compel the payment of laborers by Is moral or Immoral, he voted by the It Is an act to authorize Incorporated historical drama, "Charlemagne the
Las VegaVAutomobile & Machine Co.
towns to construct permanent street Conqueror."
firemen and the brakemen. The cash or checks of even date. It re- bill.
the
of
assess
and
part
committee listened for nearly three ported favorably Senate Bill No. 15,
improvements
Trentini has refused the flattering
Appointment of Regents
cost against property owners, street offers made to her for a season of
hours to 4he debates but took no ac relating to condemnation proceedings House
Bill No. 183, by Speaker Ba'
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Preps
tion on the measure. The trainmen and Senate Bill No. 103, to amend thai
railways, etc. It provides a complete vaudeville following the close of her
ca, to provide for the appointment of
expect a favorable report.
procedure for' making such Improve tour in "Naughty Marletto."
new precinct law, by requiring a petiregents for state Institutions
ments.
Good Roads Bill
A new musical comedy presented in
tion signed by 25 residents before
minor
few
a
with
the present law
Chaves was in the chair whilo this "London recently is called "The Arms
Four important bills were scheduled a new precinct may be created.
and providing for the ap
alterations,
bill was being read in full. Blanchard and the Girls."
to be Introduced in the senate yester
G. P. Huntley and
The committee on judiciary reportpointments to be made in September, moved to strike out the words "su
day by Mr. Holt, comprising In their ed adversely Senate Bill No. 34, a was
Sousa were among the prin
de
May
0.
43
to
passed
to any other lien or claim ex- cipals.
various provisions, the good roads fence law ; Senate Bill No. 120, a pure
A motion by Truiillo, to take up the perior
Round Trip Excursion Rates .
county and municipal
state,
cept
program for which the republican par food act; Senate Bill No. 49, prohibit measure to
"Queed," a dramatization by
appropriate $19,000 f jr the taxes." Campbell moved to amend so
ty in the last campaign pledged Its ing saloons or disorderly houses withSmith of Henry Sydnor Harri
improvement of the Rio Grands out of that rate of interest shall be 6 instead
son's novel, will be produced early In
support. Two of the hills provide for in 400 yards of schools, churches, etc, the
defeated.
was
order,
regular
of 8 per cent on deferred assessments the fall by Cohan and Harris, with
the Issuance of state and of county House Bill No. 151, prohibiting acts ol
House Bill No. 159 by Lope. to
Catron and Mullens also moved minor Brandon Tynon in the leading role.
bonds for good roads construction sexual perversion; and House Substi make Coronado
&
day a lesal holiday
Catron explained at
amendments.
while a third bill provides for a roads tute for House Bill No. 70, providing
Klaw
selected
and
have
ManErlanger
between
on a sharp tilt
administration. . The fourth bill places for the quieting of title to real setate. brought who moved to table the meas- length several Inconsistencies and "Oh, O! Delphlne," the new McLelzanares,
Los Angeles
a tax upon automobiles and certain
musical comedy, as the
The committee reported favorably ure, because Columbus day had al- what he considered unconstitutional
San
On hi a momeasure.
Diego
of
the
features
No.
Bill
of
Knicker
the
but with amendments: Senate
opening attraction
ready been made a holiday, and Casa
bill was recommitted to the bocker theatre, New York, next
146, to provide guardians for spend dos who stuck up for Coronadi and tion the
San Francisco and return direct
thrifts or incompetent persons; Sen- the Conaulstadores. Moreno declaied committee on judiciary.
House Joint Resolution No. 3, by
ate Bill No. 150, relating to tax exemp he was in favor of as many holiday
Seattle Tacoma & other points CGO.GO
SO unused TO OBSERVE
QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY.
tions, and that the folowing bills be as he could get The speaker fftid Speaker Baca, to donate
"
Chicago, 111., May 23. The Belle
passed: Senate Bill No.j4, to define Coronado is nearer vrv the hearts cf desks left over from the constitution
Tickets for sale begning Apr. 27th, on special dates
and punish bribery; Senate BUI No. the people of New Mexico than Is Col al convention, to St Michael's Col ville club of Chicago, composed of
138, giving a landlord a lien on furni umbus. This declaration chai,ged sev- lege, was passed, after being amended former residents of Belleville, Ont,
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
arrangements for a
ture for unpaid rent; Senate Bill No. eral votes In favor of Coronado day and so as to make the donation 15 desks. has completed
For further information. Call on or write.
139, to permit judges to rent cham the motion to table was lo&t 'A to 12.
House Bill No .189, by Mullens, an banquet to be given at the Hotel La
bers; House Joint Memorial No .5, The vote on the bill gavo Burg Cat act to Increase the number of district Salle tomorrow night In celebration
an additional United States cir- ron. Toombs. Mullens and others an judges In the Fifth Judicial district, of the anniversary of the birth of
D.L. BATCIIELOH, Agent.
How She Was Saved From for
1
The mayor and cor
cuit court district
C'orolao, Ca was recommitted npon motion of Cat Queen Victoria.
oportunity to
H.
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
of
will
be
Belleville
House
W.
'
counsel
poration
beza de Baca and .'.tier Conqu'sta ron, who pointed out that Judge
E. Pinkham's VegetaVicar General Fourchegu in this in
hi
Pope kept up with the business of the guests of honor.
ble Compound.
vocation in the house yesterday pray
district when it Included federal jurised for "harmony and
diction and attended to his supreme SAID
SHE
court duties in addition.
Mogadore, Ohio. "The first two years among the legislators and one mem
I was married I suffered so much from ber whisprede reverently: "The Good
House ' Bill No. 81, by Gurul, to
WOSJLD
FAINT
female troubles and Lord alone can bring It."
Jefferson Reynolds President
amend Section 414G, Compiled Laws
E. D. Rayn6Ids Vice President
bearing down pains
Haltett Raynolds Cashier
Baca presided behind a
fees of public
Sneaker
the
1.897, regulating
that I could not stand
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
sh-sStephenB. Davis Vice President
woman's heart responds to bailes, was tabled by 23 to S oi motion Kirs.
which
of
lilacs
hiize
hounuet
Every
Delia Long Unable to Stand
on my feet long
the charm and sweetness of a baby's of Sanchez.
enough to do my spring's fra?rance around them.
I
On
Kcr
Feet More Than a Few
nature
because
for
intended
her
on
voice,
work.
The doctor
Chairman Burg of the committee
Senate Bill No. 2, by Hinkle, lixlng
But even the loving the time for
said I would have to ways and means reported favorably motherhood.
the.
Minutes
Fifth
Et a Time.
in
court
holding
undergo an opera- House Bill No. 169, by Burg, to cre nature of a mother shrinks from the judicial district, was passad, 36 tc 1.
ordeal because such a time Is usually
tion, but my husband
fair to be held at Albu a
A motion of Vargas to adjourn ta
Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
wanted me to try ate a state
period of suffering and danger.
of this place, in a recent letter, says;
the
to
No.
Bill
92,
Burg,
House
by
so,as
m.,
give
p.
Thursday,
querque;
Women
who use Mother's Friend are
Lydia E. Pinkham's
five or six years, I suffered agonthe saved much discomfort and suffering, committee on railroads time to wcrk "For
ies with womanly troubles.
VegetableCompound to create a chair of ornithology at
first I took three Tiniversitv of New Mexico and the and their systems, being thoroughly failed, as did .a motion of Blanchard
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes at a time, and If I stood
bottles and it made me well and strong Agricultural College; and on Bill No. prepared by this great remedy, are to adjourn.
on my feet long, I would faint
I
and I avoided a dreadful operation.
in a healthy condition to meet the
130, by Llewellyn, to authorize boards
House Bill No. 183, by Gage, to
I took Cardui, and it helped me Imnow have two fine healthy children, and
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
time with the least possible suffering
of
to
Laws
compro09,
of
commissioners
section
1, Chapter J
Now, I can do my work all
mediately.
county
amend
I cannot say too much about what Lydia
and danger.
Mother's Friend Is
the
and
don't
I
did."
suffer
like
time,
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has mise delinquent taxes for the years up recommended only for the relief and 1909, relative to Irrigation rights was
Take Cardui when you feel 111 In any
Mrs. Lee Manges, to 1910, and to provide for the distrj. comfort of expectant mothers; It Is In passed after amendments offered by way weak, tired, miserable, or under
done for me."
Into the gen- no sense a remedy for various Ills, Llewellyn and Catron had been pass- the weather. Cardui Is a strength-buildinR. F. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
bution thereof,
tonic medicine for women.
Into the but Its many years of success, and ed, and Burg, Catron and Mullens had
Why will women take chances with an eral county fund,
It has been found to relieve
and
operation or drag out a sickly, half- good roads fund and
Into the thousands of endorsements re
theiV vote. Mullens warning distress caused by womanly pain
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s
troubles,
ceived from women who have used it explained
hearted existence, missing
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fund.
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and
medicine
excellent
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to
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have
the
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by
the
justifying
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when
are
a
of the joy of living,
commodaiion Within the Scope of Good Banking.
they
guarantee of the benefit to be
at all times.
The committee on Judiciary report- derived from its use.- - This remedy their acts the charge of the newspa- hand
health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Cardui acts on the womanly constiBill
No.
228,
House
by
ed favorably
does not accomplish wonders but sim- pers that the house Is playing peanut tution, building up womanly
Compound?
strength,
For thirty years it has been the stand- Hilton, relating to the alienation of ply assists nature to perfect Its work. politics. " Burg said that he voted for toning up the nerves, and regulating
Interest Paid on Timo Deposits
Mother's Friend allays nausea. Pre the bill although its author had voted the womanly organs.
ard remedy for female ills, and has re- lands within community grants.
of
Its
success
half
due
Is
to
of
vents
century
stored the health of thousands of women
caking
A
New Bills
against his bill for a Bernalillo coun- merit It has done good to thousands.
the breasts, and
who have been troubled with such ailwere Introduced:
Will you try It? It may be just what
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The
following
survey yesterday and Catron said
ty
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ments as displacements,
you need. Ask your druggist about
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fc WFrHlrMfBJ
No.
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etc
to
It
for
because
saved
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ulceration, tumors, irregularities,
Cardui. He will recommend It
healthy
Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. M., tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com50,000 worth of water rights.
advice write to etxend the provisions of chapter 64, strong,
If yen TTjint special
motherhood.
N. B. Write in : Ladies' Advisor IVnt.. ChH" had so severe a
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Mother's
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Friend
l)
municicough that It nearly pound. It helped her at once and finHouse Bill No. 185, by Speaker 11007a
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Write
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free
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so as to permit voting on af- bookdrug
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for
the
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Baca,
for
protection
mothers.
or Women," aeut in plain wrapper, 00 requa&U
expectant
"We tried many things without help- cine we ever used." O G. Shaefer,
be opened, read and answered by
committee.
BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ca.
ty acequias, wae passed, after several
woman aod held la stri-.- t confidence. fidavit To judiciary
ing her when by good luck 1 got a bot Red Cross Drug Co.
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NEV MEXICO WILL

BEREPRESENTED
IN SEATTLE

EDITOR

NATIONAL, ELECTRIC LIGHT AS- SOCIATION TO HOLD A
BIG MEETING.
Entered at the postofflce at East
Lu Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmisNew Mexico will be represent a
sion through the UDited States mails
beattie witbin a few weeks, for,
M second class matter.
when he National Electric Light as
soclation assembles there for Its thir
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
annual convention from Jun
Daily, by Carrier:
$ .06 10 to 14,
this section will mako a
Per Copy
15 prominent showing.
One Week
Included in the
65 New Mexico fiiembership are the AlaOne Month
7.50 mogordo electric light pTunt, the Al
On
Tear
buquerque Gas, Electric Light and
Dally by Mali
One Tear
...$6.00 Power contpTiny, and the Las Vegas
3.00 Light and Tower ..company.
Blx Months
preparations are now being made
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
in more than 1,100 cities throughout
GROWER
the United States for holding the rec
$2.00 ord. convention of
One Tear
lighting history.
1.00 The association
Six Months
has
a won
h
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enjoyed
derful growth since the last annual
meeting, and in attendance and re
sults hoped for, the Seattle assembly
is expected to surpass all previous
Governors of states,
gatherings.
senators, eminent engineering ex
perts in the national service and
many other men of note are sched
uled to be present.
The demand for reservations all
over the country has been unprecedented. To meet the varied require
ments of the members, no fewer than
six monster trainB have been arrang
ed to start from separate points at
different dates... These trains, each
capable of holding hundreds will be
distinguished ,by an unique applies
uon of the color scheme For ex
ample, the first train for Seattle will
be designated as "The Red Special,
and all (the apppintments and decoratins of the cars will be in red. This
will leave New York City May 26,
and those 'electrical enthusiasts who
are aobard will enjoy a veritable trip
de luxe, for" they are due to visit the
Grand Canyon of Arizona, Riverside,
Pasadena, Los Angeles, Santa Bar
bara, Del "Monte and San Francisco,
and then follow ther Shasta route to
Seattle, which they should reach

3M

-

June

Gon.

UOUSEJPLIES AND 1ISEASE

;

ft
I

9,

the day before the conven

Another traInM be known as
"The Pink Special," and will leave
Boston at the same time as "The Red
Special," visiting the same points of
interest. It Is planned to have the
two trains meet at Kansas City,
Grand Canyon; Los Angeles and San
Francisco on the going route, and to
meet again coming back at Portland,
Yellowstone t Park, Sait
Lake City,
Glenwobd Springs, Colorado Springs
and Denver.
'The Pink Special" is to leave New
York June - 3, visiting Banff Hot
Springs, Lake Louise through the
Canadian Rockies to the Glaciers, and
Fraser Canyon to Vancouver, thence
by steamer to Victoria and Seattle.
Then there will be a long, long
train leaving Chicago June 4, and
designated as 'The Green Special.'
Passengers on, "The Green Special'
will follow the route of theTiappy folk
aDoara -- me Red
Special" and get
Into Seattle, about the same hour.
ifle Urange Special" will leave
Chicago June 6, and is intended' for
the members from tthat section who
have not the leisure sufficient for an
earlier start.
'The Purple Special ' wjll be for the
accommodation
of ., those who center
around St. Louis. It wiil leave that
city June 5, and make the trip to Se
attle in four days.
Arrangements are being, made
whereby many members who wish to
take advantage of the visit to the
northwest may return at their convenience, which will ..permit little
trips into the picturesque section of
this growing part "of the United
States. An excursion into Alaska is
one of the many projects.
Taking it all in all the electrical ex
mix in a good
perts, arq planning
measure of pleasure with their an
nual business meeting.

The house fly stands convicted as a
disseminator of disease and a carrier
cf contagion. Ever since the lnvestl
gation of the spread of typhoid fever
Jni
United States military camps
during the Spanish war of 1898, the
evidence has been accumulating until
i.today there is no escape from the
'charges against this tantillzing insect Every
probe Into
sanitary problems is liable to disclose
Conditions hitherto quite unsuspected;
Jind the indictments already brought
kfjaist the house fly during the past
14 r years charge responsibility for a
long category of infections. Including
cholera and various forms of dysentery, diphtheria, erysipelas, contagious
opthalmia, cerebrospinal meningitis,
anthrax and possibly smallpox, in ad
dition to typhoid fever.
Whether all of these charges . will
n
stand in the light of sclentlfio
remanis to be seen. It Is
not so much in Justice to the
- accused Insect as because of the hygienic and preventive measure which
are dependent thereon, that the questions here raised be authoritatively
eettled. In the caBe of typhoid, the
evidence appears to be complete.
Dr. Torrey, of the Loomis Laboratory of New York, has attempted to
supply facts on thi3 question. He has
examined the flies caught In the
densely populated parts of New York
City during a number of months. Both
the bacteria occurring in the intestins
and those from the surface of the insects were Investigated. The flies
examined in April and early in June
were comparatively free from danger
ous bacteria As the summer season
advanced high bacterial counts began
to appear and also an abrupt change
In the character of the bacteria. The
record counts came at the end ol
the two weeks excessive heat in July
ST. LOUIS WOOL
Some Idea of the number of organ- St. Louis, May 23. Wool Market
Isms that a single insect may carry
steady.
Territory and western meis Indicated by the figures 570 to
for the surface contamination, diums 1618; fine mediums 1517;
and 16,000 to 28,000,000 for the Intes- fine 1015.4
tinal bacterial contents. Most of the
BIG CEMENT MERGER
bacteria found were comparatively
Kansas City, Mo., May 23. Definite
harmless. This investigation, howevv
er, was carried on in the crowded action toward the merger of more
would
naturally than a score of cement mills in the
city, where sewere
carry off all of the most dangerous in- southwest was expected to he taken
fective matter. The Journal of the at a conference of 20 representatives
says of as many cement plants in Missouri,
American Medical Association
that the house fly is an "undesirable Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas, rhlch
citizen" In any event, so that the war met here today. Plans for a combialready begun nation to run the mills more economicof extermination
en under way more than
against it in many quarters deserves ally hMe-il'
six months.
encouragement and support.
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NEW YORK

STOCK EXCHANGE.

isew iorx. May 23, Duffrg the
early part of today's session cn the
stock exchange prices moved with
some confusion
and the undertone
was irregular. Later Che. market har
dened. American Tobacco ana Amer
ican Can were strong, the latter showing some of its recent activity in con
nection with fruit crop prespects. By
noon improvement was general, with
increased activity which continued to'
center around the speculative issues,
lionus were easy. Increasing dull
ness was the feature of the second
hour of the afternoon. Prices fluctuated within narrow limits with a
shading tendency, ihe market closed
steady.
What little speculative interest
there was In the market centered on
relatively unimportant stocks. Toouc
co issues were pqrciaiBed freely.
American gaining
ypt fivte points.
The last sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper
82
American Beet Sugar
129
Atchison

.15

Great Northern

131
118 V
119
173

New York Central

Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

ill
170
69
110

SCENIC HIGHWAY IS
TO BE COMPLETED
HOUSE PASSES BILL APPROPRI-ATING $5,000 FOR THAT
.
PURPOSE.

j

Sauta Fe, N. M., May 23. The
house this morning passed a measure of particular interest to Las
Vegas. It was Speaker Baca's bill appropriating $5,000 for the completion
of the scenic highway between Santa
Fe and Las Vegas. The bill was
passed by unanimous vote, Speaker
Baca Taking the floor and making a
personal appeal in Its behalf.
The house also passed .1 measrre
calling upon congress to construct
road across the Pecos forest reBer.o
Other measures passed were, the
bill proving for the pub
Llewellyn"
lication of ordinances and franchise
and ithe Chaves resolution giving e.itra pay to capitol employes. The sen
ate this afternoon win pass the Lm
authorizing suit to be brought to de
termine the New Mexico-Texa- s
bound
ary line.
'

PRESENT CAMPAIGN IS
OF GREAT IMPORTANCE
SO SAYS THEODORE ROOSEVELT
IN OPEING NEW JERSEY

CANVASS TRIP.

THURSDAY,

MAY 23, 1912.

KNOCK COMMERCE COURT.

Washington, May 23. The abolition of the commerce court was urged in a petition from the Arizona legislature presented to the senate today. The petition asserts that the
court la "used by the railroads to
block tie work of the in tersTafe" commerce commission."

EIEIDODISIS HAVE HARD

The seat reservation for the, boxing
exhibition which will be staged Saturday night at the Duncan opera
house for the benefit of the Las Ve
gas hall iteam opened this morning at
Murpheya Tfrug store. This will be
one of the
boxing tournaments
ever staged U the southwest and
should prove a good drawing card.

election
again resulted on the seventeenth
ballot for bishops of the Methodist
Episcopal church, the result of which
was announced today.
F. D. Leete,
was first, 420; R. J. Cooke, New York,
second. 3C8; and F. K. McConnell,
Green Castle, Indiana, third, 365.
Necessary to elect 490.
.The four bishops thus far elected
are: Dr. Homer C. Stuntz. New York,
Dr. T. S. Henderson, Brooklyn; Dr.
W. O. Shepard, Chicago; and Dr.' N.
Luccock, Kansas City, Missouri. The
deadlock continued on the eighteenth
ballot, Dr. Leete dro'pping'to '417, with
Dr. McConnell second at 394 and Dr.
Cooke third wi'th"39l'. "Necesary" to
' '
elect 508.
The nineteenth ballot also resulted
ia no election. F. K. McConnell was
first with 442 votes; F. D. Leete sec- ond with 426 and R. J. Cooke third
with 418. The conference adopted tha
report of the episcopacy commute).
recommending Helena, Montana, Kan- Baa City, Kans., and Atlanta, Georgia,
as places where Episcopal residences
should be established.

W

ine

Uaa

council

Vegas

of the

Knights of Columbus will meet
night in the O. R. C. hall.

To

STRIKE IN LONDON.
London, May 23. The national executive committee of the Transport
Workers' Federation has decided
upon a general strike commencing tonight in support of the Thames lightermen in their dispute TTa helr employers and also to enable the federation to endeavor to adjust its own

grievances..
Representatives from every port in
the United Kingdom were nresent
at the meeting of the federation and
resolution was unanimously
Ijfce
adopted to quit work owing to the al
leged
boycotting of members of
trades unions
and the deliberate
breaking of agreements by employers.
No fewer than 150,000 dockers, car
men, lightermen, laborers and others
connected with the docks will be im
mediately involved in the strike and
the entire transport work of the port
of London will be brought to a stand

We have on hand a complete fctock of

JOB ELECTING DISIiOFS
ON

SCREEN C2CHS, WINE3W SCREENS AND WIHE SCREEN!

At The Most Reasonable Prices

NINETEENTH
BALLOT ONLY
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IN MINNEAPOLIS

Minneapolis,

May 23.
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EMS VEGAG LUMBER CO.
Old Town

Phone Main 150
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The Same Day.
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ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
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QUALITY PURITY CLEANLINESS
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" GRAND

TAFT SENDS MESSAGE
23. President
Washington,
May
Taft responding to a resolution by

gon

Senator Hitchcock, today sent to the
senate a second message on the re
ported activity of Japanese In the vicinity of Magdalena Bay, Mexico. The
still.
president transmitted all of the cor
Any attempt to divert traffic to oth- respondence between the state de
er ports of the United Kingdom will partment and the American sydicate
be a signal for the spread of the dis- which owned land it was proposed to
satisfaction. Work at some of the transfer to a Japanese fishing comLondon docks already is paralyzed and pany.
was
This correspondence
numerous vessels laden with foodstuffs briefly set forth In the first messas
were unable to discharge their car
goes while perishable food is rotting
ROSWELL GETS PRIZE.
in the warehouses.
Associ23.

l

n IB
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Dallas, Tex., May

ated Adverfisipg Clubs of America the
majority report of its committee
today will elect officers and name on Romanism, which
suggests a plan
HORACE URfctLET IS OUTD0IVE the next convention city. San Fran- of attack on Catholicism
by the wan
cisco, Baltimore and Toronto are the
gelical churches of the United States
Joaquin Miller Is Believed to Be the contestants. The Printers' Ink cup and Canada and the establishment of
World's Champion at Illegible
for tie club doing; ithe most construca fund to support converts from
Writing.
tive work during the year was awardamong the priests.
ed today to the New York. AdvertisThe minority report submitted by
printers are never tired of
telling weird stories of the unreadable ing Men's league.
Allen G. Hall of Nashville
Judge
'
Roswell, N. M., carried off thS
handwriting of Horace Greeley. In
was
in favor of a resoltf-tiowithdrawn
modern times It has been Bald that the bronze trophy for the advertising
by Dr. R."C. Reed of Columbia,
"copy" of Mr. William Winter was a club bringing the greatest proportask to worry even the smartest com- tionate number of women to the con- S. C., unanimously adopted, which
'
'
follows:
positors, but it Is said that the cham- vention.
pion Illegible writer Is Joaquin Miller,
"That in meeting the menace of
the "Poet of the Sierras." It Is rej Romanism
this assembly would re
lated that some time ago the secretary
of a well known club In San Franciscommend no other means than the
LET ROME ALONE
co wrote to Joaquin Miller, asking him
Bristol, Tenn. May 23. The gener- dissemination of Knowledge and the
to take part In some celebration. In
al
assembly o' fthe Southern Presby- faithful, earnest preaching of the
response to the secretary's letter
came a four page letter from the poet, terian church refused today to adopt gospel of Christ."
but none in the club could decipher
Old-tim- e

n

HARVEY'S

,

The popular mountain ranch resort
wllL open Its 30th season on Saturday, June 1,1912, Mr. Harvey
In
charge. Rates at Harvey's this year
are 2 per day; 7 days $12. Charges
for saddle animals: Burros, 60c a
day, 25e half days or less; ponies
$1 per day, 50c half day or less.
Fare to Harvey passengers 'by" automobile to carriage house $1 each
way; the remainder of She trip by
burros without charge to guests of a
week, others EOc each way.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Cutler
Brothers' or Plaza Hotel or Phone
Main 35. Auto goes out Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 a. m, returning
the same day.

it.

Paterson, N. J., May 23. Theodore
Roosevelt delivered here uhls after
noon the first speech In his campaign
for the national delegates from New
Jersey. He said In part:
"In its essence this" is a very sim
ple figlit and yet I think it Is a fight
of more
importance to
the people of our country than any
that has taken place since the days
of Lincoln, for it Is a fight to re
store and strengthen the simple,
healthy Idealism which characterized
the men who, a century and a quarter ago, made this union, and the
men who, half a century ago, restored
and perpetuated It.
"We have against' us in this fight
practically every representative and
beneficiary of the old system of privilege both in politics and in business
We have against us practically every
representative of the alliance be
tween crooked business .and crooked
g

There was nothing for It but to
write again to Mr. Miller stating that
It could not be determined whether
his letter was an acceptance or a refusal, and the secretary added, to
make sure: "If you will be present on
the date mentioned, will you kindly
make a cross on the bottom of this
letter, and return it? If It will be lm.
possible for you to appear, kindly
draw a circle.
By return mail the secretary's letter
was returned to him, and at the bob
torn was the sign as he had been re

SA

GONTI N U

quested.

But it was absolutely Impossible for
anyone to tell whether the sign wai
meant to be a cross or a circle.
GOT FEAST, BUT NO BULLETS

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

"Hungry Soldier In Besieged Town of
Klmberley Called the Bluff Mad
by Colonel Kekewlch.

In some reminiscences of the lat
Boer war Colonel Kekewlch, who so
gallantly defended Klmberley for 128
days, tells the following story:
politics.
One day he was approached by a
I advocate flT3 creation of a na
who asked:
private,
tional bureau wh&se business It shall
"Colonel, when do you expect w
be to invesigate protected
industry are going to get something to eat?"
and see that the protection does real
"Eat!" exclaimed the colonel. "Uld
get somely benefit ithe workmen.
We believe you Join the army merely to
;; '
to eat?"
1n workmen'?
compensation laws, in thing
"Well, that's about the size of it,"
laws to Becure better conditions In
. .
the soldiers ".'- tenement houses, laws to prevent wo replied
said the colonel, calling an
"Here,"
men from working
over hours, t officer, "give this man something to
children working at all. We believe eat, and then have him shot."
in establishing over all big industrial
The officer understood the joke and
enterprises engaged in interstate com replied:
"All right, colonel."
merce a supervision"
liar to thai
The private, however, exhibited no
which now obtains over all "big busl
and, turning to the officer,
alarm,
ness concerns engaged in interstate
said:
and
over nations
transportation
"Boil me a ham, cap'n, stew up a
:
'
banks."
couple of chickens, bake two or three
pounds of potatoes, fetch a gallon o'
beer and load yer guns! With such
inducements the man' who wouldn't be
AMERICAN WARSHIPS FREE
willing to die Is a blithering Idiot"
Washington, May 23. By a vote ol
A hearty meal was prepared for
147 to 126 the house today reaffirmed the soldier and the threatened execu
Its decision that no toll should be tion never came off.
charged American vessels engaged in

THESE

BARGAINS

15c 20c 25c Dimity.
25c Swiss

10c

Percales, red black, grey.
20c Crepes, all colors
40c Turkish Towels..
17ic Turkish Towels
15c Huck Towels
75c Union Suits, Lace Trimmed
65c Union Suits, Lace Trimmed.
40c Union Suits, Lace Trimmed.
25c Gauze Vests
15c Gauze Vests..
15c
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'All
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50c
45c
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. ?5c
WWW Wl '. ... 15c
10c
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Tit-Bit-

coastwise trade for passage through
Agent 1 have here a small device
the Panama canal. The provision was that
will enable you to save at least
s
bitterly fought and the result was re- of your coal bills.
"
eived with cheers.
Mr. Cutting What U It, a bill flier
two-third-

We have a full stock of Pequot and Peperal Sheeting, Domestics,
Cambrics, Long cloths, Nainsooks and India Linons at prices that can-

not be beaten. Call and get our prices.
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JOHNSON CLOUD" LICENSES

PERSONALS
W. R. Holly ot Springer was a vis
ltor In Las Vegas today.

PAID

BEFORE WORK

PLEADS

OUT,

EOT HE

I'

GRADUATION PRESENTS

"NEVER GONE IT JUCGE"

TO

u

CEORGE BOWEN GETS A 3MORT
TERM IN COUNTY JAIL ON
LARCENY CHARGE

See the attractive commencement
DDE
books at Murphey's drug store.
A. JI. West was In Las Vegas today from his homestead near Colmor.
CLERK
ARRIVAL OF BLACK MAN MEANS COUNCIL INSTRUCTS
A. P. Franker of. Wagon Mound wa
REPORT ALL DELINQUENBUSINESS
FOR
INCREASED
a visitor In Las Vegas yesterday and
CREW.

STORM

The muD who does the
weljhing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

rivt

MAY 23, 1912.
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When asked by Judge David J. Lea--,
by if he had anything to say regard
ing why sentence should not he ImCIES EACH QUARTER.
CURLEY OFFICE
posed upon him, George Bowen, col
today.
ored, who previously had pleaded
W. C. Beall, a typewriter dealer 01
for
Tommle Ryan, traiaer-in-chie- f
Trompt payment of all licenses guilty to petit larceny, declared he
Albuquerque, Was In Las Vegas to
will arrive here Saturday will be demanded by the city, be'n-nlu- could prove he didn't steal anything.
Jim
Flynn,
on
business.
day
June 1. At the regular meeting The lawyers and court attaches prick
Pacific coast and will take
It Is Easiest to Choose
Finest custom shoe repairing, work- from the
of his pupil Immediately upon of the city council last night a mo- ed up their ears.
charge
unexcelled.
manship
Hedgcock's,
From a Full Assortment
"Then why did you plead guilty?"!
alighting at the training camp at tbo tion by Mr. Hays that the city clerk
Douglas avenue.
of the Hot Springs canyon. be Instructed to report at the first asked the judge.
entrance
H. B. Boeder ot Albuquerque came
all delin
middle; meeting in each quarter
Ryan once was champion
KM
Becalee, yer honner, I didn't have
In last night from the Duke City on
s
boxer of the world. He is a quent licenses was carried by a
was the
no
I
and
that
weight
thought
money
short business trip.
vote. Many persons have been best thing to do, but I never stole
skillful trainer and, a' nard worker.
A big line of commencement and
He can be depended
upon to get In the habit of allowing the payments dera things, honest I dlda t Jedge."
gilt books foi graduation presents at
Into, the best possible condi of their licenses to drag along tor
"I will sentence you to 30 days in
DANZIGER'S
BIG
DEPARTMENT
STORE
Murphey'a drug store.
, :Fla;
several weeks each time they beconi Jail and assess the cost of yoar prose
......
i
tion.
'.Charlesi iiosenthal left last nignt ' AJlj , was
quiet about, the, Curley of- due. This has caused Increased work cution against you." said the Judge.
on train No. 9 for Albuquerque on a fices on Center street
Bowen was accused of stoallng some
today and a for the clerk and has been a sourct
OLD TOWN
SOUTH SIDE PLAZA
short business trip.
deathlike calm prevailed at the train- of loss and annoyance and loss to sheets, towels, soap a ad other articles
Choice of all my tail.ir made hats ing camp, Curley having taken a wire the city In the future the list of do fro mthe Pullman Palace Car com- for $0.00 each, to t make room for my and Flynn having taken a trip to llnquents will be published In ih nanv. He said
the goods were
Gall and see our SII0F SPECIALS for the next levy days.
kodak stock. Mrs. L. i. Wright, 50 Albuquerque along with the bridal regular council proceedings. It is b In his possession, havlair found them
Sixth street.
couple. Consequently the "big noise" lieved this system will Insure promi In a trunk left at his plac e. Bowen
Our unprecedented reductions on all foot wear wil
' declared he used the att'.clca hut
Julius Staab, a prominent attorney was not audible and those of the payments.
indictwas
of Albuquerque, was in Las Vegas
didn't steal them. Bowen
company left at home
surprise you,
ed by the prssoat grand Jury, whic'i
today cfi legal business.
enoyed a day of perfect rest, doing
J. W. Boden arrived last night front only enough work to convince the TOUUY CANNON
body returned a no 'rue bill agalrt
his home- in Raton and was in Las boss, upon his return, tuat they had
his wife.
.
been busily employed during hi abEsequiel PadlUa pleaded guilty to
Vegas today on business.
A TI1AINL0AD
BRING
'' A:
discharging a rifle In a settlement
H. R. McKee, Santa Fe chief dis sence.
!:!
is
lull
the
The
and was given a sentence of ten days
rest,
however,
oniy
patcher,, and his bride will arrive tobefore the storm. Jack Johnson, rep OFFICIAL ANNOUNCER FOR Blfl in the county Jail. Padllla said that
morrow . evening from the east.
the black storm cloud will
he took a few drinks one day and they
BOUT SAYS OKLAHOMA
Telephone Main 150 for a package resenting
retia
arrive
with
made him feel eo good he took his
Monday
morning
A
WILL SEND
CROWD.
of wall paper cleaner, as it has now
of
and
nue
trainers
and
IJe
rifle and diocharged it into the air.
helpers.
arrived. Xas Vegas Lumber Co.,' Old
will both begin hard training
Flynn
Cannon
of
Oklahoma City, Ho got the light sentence because he
Tommy
Town.
on
wash day. Newspaper correspona- - Okla., the little man with the big has always borne a good reputation.
Charles E. Doll, of Santa Fe, repre
ents will
dropping in and the voice, who will be the official an- O. A. Larrazolo asked the court for
senting ,the National Biscuit company, office workbegin
will begins growing decid- nouncer on the osccasion of the
clemency for the young man.
was In Las Vegas today visiting the
:
We have a large assortment of
Robert Miller, accused of stealing
The manager of a four
edly
heavy.
bout to be staged on July
grocers.1
ringed, two staged circus has a snap 4, arrived In Las Vegas yo.?rla af some articles of wearing apparel,
Miss Elizabeth Mclntyre, sisiter of
compared to the promoter of a big ternoon on train No. 1. Preious ) pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS
Miss Delia . Mclntyre. will arrive to
bout and' Curley ana entering upon his official dutiei Oil from one year to 15 months In the
championship
in
home
Colorado
her
from
night
his crew expect to be too busy for Independence Day, Mr. Camoa will penitentiary.
LOWEST PRICES
and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS
Springs.
Porflllo Cordova, pleaded not guil- anything but work auring the next have charge of the advertising in
W.A big fresh assortment of Llggett's month.
Fy to stealing a horse and Ms trial
connection with the bout, and will
and Huyler's candies Just received
set for later In the term.
also pilot a trainload of sports to the was
'
for commencement week at Murphey's
The
grand Jury this morning return
Meadow City from, his home state.
;
PliGNE MAIN
two truellls and four no true bills.
ed
IIAROLDI DELIGHTED
drug store.
Mr. Cannon ta. many clever
to
court
expected
the
O
afternoon
This
?.
Dr.
Brown, superintendent
schemes up his sleeve one
the case of Severlano
the Valmora Industrial Sanitarium,
WHO LISTENED f which lie ejects to sprig linmed; take up charged
THOSE
with larceny ot a
was in Las Vegas yesterday on bus
a
of
erection
the
ately. He proposes
session Rev. will arouse from week to week more
At
the
horse.
morning
'
Hpnry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., la tha
ness.
bulletin board 100 feet long and 15
was
3.
granted full enthusiasm and we submit our ef- father of ten children and for the past
Dallas,
J.,
Father
M. W. Mills, an aittorney of Spring NOTED POLISH VIOLINIST
IS A feet
high at a point north of the city
as an American citizen, after fort ito the consideration ot our read- 20 years has used Foley's Honey and
MASTER OF THE KING OF
er, was In Las Vegas toTIay appear
Tar Compound with the best ot rewhich can be seen from, the railroad. rights
a
hearing before Judge Leahy. Fatt- ers.
sults. He tells os: "I think Foley's
INSTRUMENTS.
On this he propose to paint a picturf
Ing In a ' civil case before Judge D.
Switzerland.
er Dallas was born In
Honey and Tar Compound Is the best
J. Leahy.
of 'the arena fcnd' ting with lifesized
medicine in the world for. I
His witnesses were Dr. W. R. Tipton
'
cough
FOR
RENT
rare
Had
a
realized
what
two
As
people
contestants.
'
See the new spring styles In Queen
pictures of. the.
used
have
it for the past 20 years and
Leo
and
Tipton.
In'
Ten
rooms
over
Union Block,
.of lgnaz a border to this huiletin hoard he sug
can recommend It to anyone needing
Quality oxfords, strap slippers and musical treat the playing
reasonGraaf
Co.
Rent
and
Polish,
the
Hayward
(violinist,
Haroldl,
great
a cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
gests placing ads from merchants of
pumps. Prices from $2.50 to $3.50 at
able to right party. Call quick. THE Cross Drug Co.
would be, it is probable that The Dun Las Vecas and New Mexico. This
'
Hedaeock'e.
INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPOS. B. Rohrer, one ot the stockhold can opera house last night would board, he says, will remind passen
RATION.
BARGAIN CONTEST
ers of the Topeka Mining company, have been crowded to the doors. But, gers on the train of the fact that they
If you want to get the want yon
ENTHUSIASM.
AROUSES
or
as
mere
music
handful
it was, a
are approaching the scene of the big
owners of mica holdings at Ribera,
want to get, you want to get your
Now is the time to get rid, of your want In a want getter. The Optlo
If he carries
came In last night from his home In lovers attended the performance ot pugilistic exhibition.
one ot the most talented and polish out this scheme ha will have the sign
rheumatism. You can qo .'t by apply- wants you to got the want yon want
Topeko.
Through lnadvertance in yeste: ing Chamberlain's Liniment and mas- to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president ot ed masters of the bow. Never before painted by experts in their line, men
the parts freely at each applithe San Miguel National bank, return has a Las Vegas audience been given who are in his employ in Oklahoma, day's issue an article relating to our saging
cation. For sale by all dealers.
which
contest
a
of
must
cash
the
appeared
bargain
is
his
opportunity
hearing
as bulletin board advertising
ed yesterday afternoon from El Paso
Poor appetite Is a sure sign of Imon Page 7 yesterday, was omitted. In
wTiefe he had been several days vis cian of the Haroldl type and it is tt3 specialty.
A few doses of
digestion.
paired
be regretted that more did not grasp
Speaking of the bout as a drawing this contest the merchants of Las
Iting his daughter, Mrs.; J. Howarfl
Chamberlain's
and Liver
Stomach
the chance. However, what the audi card Mr. Cannon says that it will be Vegas are affording The Optic readClary.
Tablets will strengthen your digesWITH THE BOXERS
litor
a
ence
last
ers
in
size
the
lacked
it
made
earning
opportunity
night
E. A. Baxter arrived yesterday from
the. best ever and he prophesies that
tion and Improve your appetite. Thouhis former Eome in Wellington, Kan up in enthusiasm and the noted vio at least 20,000 people will be In at tle "pin money". At the time ot g
have been benefited- - by taking
sands
4i f
linist was given a royal Velcome.
the interest already
s ing to press
e
tendance at the mill. "I have
and moved out to his farm near
these
Tablets.
Sold by all dealers.
expects
Great music critics nave said that
Packey McFarland says' he
ahead for 250 on my special aroused is such as to stimulate our
today. Mr. Baxter has put up
"Harold! is the embodiment ot the train which I will run from Oklaho- belief In the realization of the hope to clean up a million dollars befors
buildings and improved his holdings
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland
on the mesa and will put In crops on spirit of music." Others that "'his ma," said Mr. Cannon, 'and up to that we may be able to hold this ev- he quits the boxing game.
street,
Kansas, reports: I
tone
is
to
find date I have solicited no reservations." ery week with larger prizes.
Jim Barry, the Chicago heavy- sufferedWichita,
large and sweet," but
his land whiolj has already been pre
from kidney troub's had sewords that would do justice to the Mr. Cannon expects to spend a week
We urge upon the patrons of the weight, made a big hit with the fight vere pains across my back, and was
pared.
all played out I began taking Foley
Mr.; and Mrs. A. R. Davis and son wonderful quality of itone and' his a short time before July 4 traveling merchants whose advertisements ap- fans during his stay In Australia.
Ad Wolgast will take a long rest Kidney Pills and soon there was a deof Raton were In Las Vegas last clear cut and polished techinque In Oklahoma
making reservations pear to compete, for the most popucided improvement Finally the pain
would be difficult. His playing has and expects to
great'y increase the lar avertlsement on the page entitles as his recent bout with Willie Ritchit left entirely and I am fully cured of
night stopping off en route overland
a
and
finish
in
and
fact
to
In
is
convinced
weat
the
a
was
advertiser
c
him
that
his
"ad"
Fe
free
elegance
from
present number.
City to Roswell. TheJ
all my kidney trouble." O. Q. Shbae-fer- ,
charge. We trust that this contest condition.
Red Cross Drug Co.
came in early yesterday afternoon, music pure and simple. It has won
for him the titles of "The master of
continuing on to Roswell, but oil
THE EVOLUTION OF TRAVEL.
the bow," and "The poet of the vio
demonreaching the Pecos river were forced Hn."
New York, May 23. T
to ' turn hack; as the stream was to
evolution of transportation
strate
the
His program last night was made
high to ford. They left this morninS
in the United
methods, especially
Surplus
Capital Paid in
over the mesa road. Mr. Davis Is as- up of violin classics, selections from States and Canada, is the object of
sociated with RemsbeTg and HobbJ the works of masters. By special re the Travel and Vacation exhibition,
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
in the automobile and garage business quest, Haroldi gave a wonderful ren which was opened in the Grand Cendition
of
"Souvenir"
in
Drdla
and
by
in Raton.'
tral palace today under the auspices
Mrs. Ed W.' Smith, wife of Ed encore to one of his numbers, played of the
Transportation club of New
the
BrahmsDance"
"Hungarian
by
Smith, sporting editor of the Chicago
York.
The exhibition, which is the
of last evenTribune, accompanied by ter three Joachim, His program
first of its kind ever held in this
r. MICliNMNOHAn, P.e.ildent
T. HOSKINS,
ChUr
was
made
se
of
the
up
following
FRANK SPRiNUER.
daughters, Mrs. George Stevens, Miss ing
week.
one
will
continue
for
country
Handlections:
(A
"Sonato,"
by
major
Lillian Smith and Miss Virginia
Many historical relics', originals and
.
(Vieux-tempsSmith, arrived this morning on the el-, "Ballade and Polonaise"
'
inodels,.'lent by the navy' department
Schumann's
"Fantasle,"
California Limited from their home
institution and nu"La Precieuse," Kreis-ler'- s the Smithsonian
In the Windy City, and have taken tip Couperin's
merous
and railroad comINTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
steamship
"
"Liebtreud," B"ethJVen's
their residence In the house on Fifth
Included In the display.
are
panies
Kreisler's "Schon Rosmarin,"
street owned by J. S. Duncan. Mr.
The sledges used by Peary in his trip
ad newspaper corres and Bubay's "Zephyr and Sarasate," to
Smith, will be
the North Pole are to be seen
bout of "Zigerwieser."
pondent for the JohnsSn-flynthe exhibits referring to examong
who
Rudolph Polak, a Bohemian,
July 4,; covering the event for his paAnother section is devoted
ploration.
pianists in ac
per in Chicago. Mrs Smith eatd this excels above all other
to the exhibition of appliances for
Haroldl
last
with
morning that her husband will arrive companying, playedminimizing accidents In railway and
in Las Vegas on June 1 or ten days ait night, his accompanying forming a
steamship travel.
musfor
the
the latest, taking up his duties cover sympathetic background
ic of the violinist
Ing the activities in the training camp
Capital Stock,
IN MEMORY OF GEN. WOODHULL.
of the "Pueblo Fireman" and the
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORIANS
'
Jamaica, L. I., May 23. A memo
"Big Smoke."
Office with the San MIgoel National Bank
Z5.
Indi
ial tablet in honor of Brigadier GenInd.,
May
Bloomlngton,
MI
of
the
Kurn, superintendent
J.t
western grand division of the Santa ana university is entertaining for eral Nathaniel Woodhull, a noted sol
President
Wm, G, Ilaydon
of the revolution, was unveiled
Fe, passed through Las Vegas yester- three days the annual meeting, of th dier
near
here
associa
afternoon
at
tne
this
Historical
place
Mississippi
Valley
Vice
President
0. W. Kelly
day afternoon en route from a trip
to his head- tion. Several hundred members and where General Woodhull Was mortalover the Belen cut-of- f
D.
Treasurer
T.
Iloskios
Invited" guests were pres ly wounded while resisting capture hi
quarters In La Junta. Mrs. Kurn, who a number of
of the proceedings the' British, on August 2S, 1776. Th
ent
at
the
on
him
opening
his
trip, stopped
accompanied
Interest Pa.id on Deposis
Professor A. M. McLaughlin Sons of the Revolution of the state
today.
ofT in Las Vegas and will bo here several days visiting Mrs. William E. of the University of Chicago is the of New York conducted the exercises,
i
president of the association.
Gortner.
TO

TAUPE RT'S.
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WINTERS

BRUS.C0.;

Phone Main i

E
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;

DAINTY

Flynn-Johnso-

n

.

Will

VASH GOODS

-

1. DANZIGER

--

30 inch

fast 'colored figured

Batiste in light and dark
terns at 10c a yard.

pat- -

.

40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.

Hoffman

&

Graubarih

(The Popular Priced Store)

I

CO.

Fly Time will Soon be Here

John-son-Fly-

t

at

COORD LUFJBEn GO.
56

'

AieoM or Tht New Utt 10c Palterm

Phone Mam 104.

"

I Cafe De Luxe
! REGULAR DINNER
25c
SUNDAY DINNER

35o

I

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
-T-

O

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICHERTS

VEGAS 340

PH.ONE

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

I

mm

m m mm

reser-vatlon-

Cher-ryval-

the-Gat- e

II

),

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD RSPY WHISKEY

CCORS GOLDEN BEER ON

AIl

Brands of Bottled Beer

"Min-uette,-

,

Las Vegas

.

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
Read The Optic

VEGAS

S airings

$30,000.00

i

.

Bank

SIX

A

SERSnCN

BUSINESS

COULD EE POSSIBLE

Legislator Who Was About to Yield
to Bribers Changed His Mind After
Hearing Dr. Gladden.

,

,

saved his hongs

VtGAt

..DIRECTORY

Two men were taking their tunc

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

B12 DOUGLAS AVENUE

CENTRAL HOTEL
r.:ns.

r. flint, Prop

M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand
,

Phone Main 447

'General

Business

Garaje

'General Blacksmithing
and Wagon Repairing
All Kinds of Wagon and
Carriage Material

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Slables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
National Ave

1202

Phone Main

71

JOHN N. KINNEY
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Sixth and Douglas.

talking about the legislative briber
cases, when one ot them said:
"I know all about It; I was a mer
ber ot the legislature once, and I know
the drawing power of an offer of $500
or $1,000 for a vote. I came mighty
near tumbling 'once, when there was
a tender of $1,500 for my vote on a
certain proposition. It was awfully
fascinating. I needed the money. Why
not take UT Nobody would ever

Phone Main

children to eat, he forged an entry Is
savings. bank book, and once having
given way to temptation, repeated this
20, alwayi
till he had embezzled
hoping that relatives would help hia
to repay.
The acquittal, for which there wen
no grounds but sentiment, is some
what criticised in the Vienna press,
the newspapers pointing out that II
forms a dangerous precedent, there
being so many impecunious memberi
of the nobility in the public service
and that this particular baron had
brought his poverty on himself by hii
improvident marriage.

40,

PETER P. MACKEL

published after July 1, 1912, penalties
and costs will be added. Judgment;
recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
1912.

EUGENIO

HOW'S THIS7
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure."

....

"

F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable

all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
In

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-Toledo, O
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

stipation.

5l4i Sixth St.

'
,

CUSTOM REPAIRING,
RUBBER HEELS Etc.

H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock
50-6t-

h

and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing

Street

E. Las Vegas

Some Shakespeare Statistics.
A Shakespearean enthusiast wit!
much leisure time on his bands and
a regular mania for statistics has discovered
that the plays of Shake
speare contain 106,007 lines and
words. "Hamlet" Is the longest
clay, with 3930 lines, and the "Comedy of Errors" the shortest, with 1,777
lines. Altogether the plays contains
814,-78-

1,277

male.

characters, of which

1S7

are

fe-

The longest part is that of Hamlet,
who has 11,610 words to deliver. The
part with the longest word in It la
that of Costard In "Love's Labor's
Lost." who tells Moth that he is "not
o long by Mie head as honorlflcablli-tttdlniiBuIru- -

Good Points of Horse.
Thai neck and shoulders of a horse
are points that must not be overA weak neck
looked when buying.
end a narrow breaBt do not go with

)

'

To-wi- t:

.

To-wi- t:

uranaea
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder

the most desirable horse.

-

g

j

CHAPMAN

I

F

.

..

t. A. F.
tubular com- ',
muiiicaucin first and
f.
third Tluirtvday In a
wvth- - Visiting broth-- '
era cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. LL; B. R. Murray,
Secretary.

HANDLE!

ALWAYS

Tt

8

Wanted

Town.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12 WANTED Girl for
work, wages $30.

houseNone
without
references considered. Apply at Op"
tic office.

general

E.

-

Chan eel to
commander. Harr
$ Mania, Keeper
Record and Seal. I

B.

i

P. O. ELKS
"CooJ a
Mem
fourth Tuesday ftenint
of eax
month at O. R. C hall. . VlslHa!
brothers are cordially lo'iied. OeH, Hunker, Exslierf Kulr: D
j
Condon, Secretary. -

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday In each

RANSFORD CHAPTER

10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the WANTED Good house painters. Pet
er P. Mackel, West Side Plaza, OU
owner when found.

Invited
LiebsoJ

V.') cordially

t

JJ7 1rJ- J Chan.
n!er.

4

month at liaaonlo
ple, at 7:J0 p. m.
WilUam, H. P.;
Blood, Secretary.

2.

EL
NO.
DOHADO
f
LODGE
' KN IGHT9
PYTHIAS Meef
OF
every Monday errs
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Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being

LoCiE
A.

11 rrirzfir,vN
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Ear mark

ATTOKXEV8

TemML

HUNKER

R.

V. O.

A

HUNKER

(
Attorneys at Law.
Las Vegaa,
New MezM

NO, 2, O. E.

Meets first and third Fridays In
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T.
Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. RuUedge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp, Arrive
Secretary. Phone Main 129, 120 No.

a

ICCJL TIME

CAKD

EAST BOUND

Eeftn

2..
4..
8..

9:10 p m
No.
.11:05 p m.
No.
.
1:1? a.'m
No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m

Grand avenue.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meet every Monday night at
O. R. C. HalL on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting member
No. 1
cordially welcome. B. H. Gehring,
No. 3
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
No. 7
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 9

9 16 p.

.

WEST

k

U 10 p.
1

:25

.

2 10 p.

at

BOUND

Estray Advertisement
1 46 p. si
1:20 p. m.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
6 15 p. m.
6:10 a. m
may concern that the following de4 50 p.
4:40 p. m...
scribed estray animal was taken up by WANTED People to try the tliree
7 00 p. m
6:35 p. m
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat-llSouthwestern Irrt Land & Power Co.,
of the Gatlin Institute of Trini- MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Los Lunas,
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
dad, Colo. Located at 938 ColumTwo chestnut sorrel mares.
Meet in the forest of brother)
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
bia avenue.- Branded
love at Woodmen of the Won
Was successful in receiving the overaaaataajj
hall, on the second and fourth Pi
On left thigh
whelming support of the voters in the
day of each month at 8 p. in. C. Cu
Said animal wing unknown to this AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
primary election. He also successfulon'
the
market.
G.
Arizona
Vim
Consul;
Sales
Laemmle, Clerk.
ly rid himself of a bad case of kidney
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
trouble by the aid of Fole Kidney
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.
lng neighbors are especially
before June 5, 1912, said date being
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Folcome and cordially invited.
10 days after last
of
this
appearance
ey Kidney Pills and they have given
idvertisement, said estray will be sold
me a great deal of relief, so I cheer
by this Board for the benefit of the
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541 fully recommend them." What Foley
awner when found.
I. O. of B, B. Meets
every fire! Kidney Pills have done for Mayoi
FOR RENT First class Underwood
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
in the vestr) Dalilmarni they will do for any other
the
month
of
Tuesday
typewriter. Telephone Olive 5242.
with backache, rheuAlbuquerque,- - N. M.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at i person bothered
matism, or any other form of kidney
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12
m.
o'clock
p.
Visiting brothers are or bladder trouble. Just try them :or
PIANO for rent. Inquire Mrs. Stude-bakeinvited
Isaac Appel quick and permanent results. O. G
cordlUly
417
street.
Eighth
Estray Advertisement
President: Charles Greenclay, Sec Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
retary.
may concern that the following de- FOR REN- T- 4 rooms furnished house,
n
modern.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Inquire at Optic office.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC-..NO- .
Juan Lucero, Villa Nueva, N. M.
8C4. Meets second and four
t:
of
One 8 year old bay mare1. FOR RENT Suite
furnished
in O. R. C. hall.
0
Thursday
rooms
for light
Branded
housekeeping.
fy"l
members are
Visiting
Good
location.
Price right. Cutler
On left shoulder
Peter Emenaker, G.
dially lnvied.
Brothers.
Said animal being unknown to this
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
csi&
10 days after last appearance of this
1.
Meets every Monday evening
advertisement, said estray will be sold FOR SALE No. 7 Remington
haU on Sixth street. All visit
their
Type
by this Board for the benefit of the
lng brethren cordially invited to at
writer, two ribbons, good as new,
owner when found.
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.:
$55.00.
See Ben Coles, City Hall.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Albuquerque, N. M. WANTED A girl to wait table anil
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
wash dishes. See Mrs. Hall at La
Casa de Ramona.
Estray Advertisement
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueu CHICHESTER
PILLS
j
BRASH. A I
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
WANTED Saleslady who can also
day evenings each month, at Wood
ifiamoDd
;
may concern that the following deman hall.
I'lll. In K.4 .nd
Visiting Brothers co'
assist with bookkeeping. Inquire at
sealed with tild
limo liibboo.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
til )
A
rilAllv
InvUori
to
nttonri
other.
n.
Tke
V
of
Hoffman
& Graubarth's,
17
Bridge
JlrSI? l"t.Ask'" Hy
fg
Southwestern Irrl. Land & Power Co.,
C.
Adler, President; E.
Ward, Se
street
To-wi- t:
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EYERfiVHERS'

FOR

SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
bai-chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

RETAIL PRICES
MOO (b. er More, Caen Delivery
t,QM Ins. to 2,00s iba, Eaoh Delivery
2S lbs. te 1,00 lbs., Eaoi. Delivery
B
lbs. to 209 I be
Eaoh Delivery
Less Than 6 lbs., Each Delivery

FJIIaccllaneous
ANYONE interested In the three day

liquor cure can call at
bia or telephone Main

938 Colum351.

2t)c

,

pr

10a

it.

2Se per 1M Iba
gfe par 1M
40o per 1st Ike.
go pw 19c bgi

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

THE Gallatin three day liquor cure
Is a guaranteed cure. No bad after effects. 938 Columbia or telephone Main 351.

Lost

To-wi- t:

,4

AND REGULAR DINNERS

OBTAINABLE

.:

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unices claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will bo sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24. '12
Flvs cents per line each Insertion.
Estray Advertisement
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Notice is hereby given to whom it No ad to
occupy less space than two
may concern that the following de- llnee. All advertls ments
charged
scribed estray animal was taken up by will be booked
at space actually set,
F. M. Goodin, Three Rivers, N. M.
without regard to number of word a
One two year old red mot. Cash In advance
preferred.
tley faced, yellow spot on left side,
500
heifer, weighing
lbs., and 7 feet
high.

well-know- n

FINEST WORKMANSHIP

GOODS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Dallas B. Jones, Carlsbad.
One gray horse about 13
hands high, weighing about 650 lbs.,
Los Lunaa, N. M.
ten or 14 years old.
t:
One old sorrel horse.
Branded
Branded
On left hip
- On
Said animal being unknown to this
right hip '
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
before June 5, 1312, said date being
On lept hip
10 days after last appearance of this
Said animal being unknown to this
sold
Old Clock of St. Giles.'
advertisement, said estray will be
Ail loyal Scotsmen will learn wltt by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
clock on
regret that the
before June 5, 1912, said date being
owner when found.
St. Giles' tower in Edinburgh, whlcl
10 days after last
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
appearance of this
must have told the time to Scott and
M.
N.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque,
Burns, is doomed to disappear. Ap'12 by this Board for the benefit of the
parently a workman fell through the 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24,
owner when found.
case and damaged the mechanism so
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
badly that the civic authorities do nol
Estray Advertisement
consider the wornout works worth re
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
pair. So the old clock will be ban- may concern that the following de- 1st pub. May 14, last
pub. May 24, 12
and re scribed
ished by the city museum
estray animal was taken up by
withan
invisible
timepiece,
placed by
Estray Advertisement
out hands or face, which will merely M. P. Tabner, Silver City,
One gray horse about 15
Notice is hereby given to whom it
strike the hours and leave the aesthetic effect ot the tower unspoiled. years old.
may concern that the following deThe ancient clock of St. Giles has seen
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
two centuries ot service, but is a
On left thigh
J. M. Vigil, Questa, N. M.
i
mere giddy youth compared with some
One 2 year old mare, sorof the medieval horologes on English
Said animal being unknown to this
six hundred lbs., 4 feet
rel,
weighing
clocks
are
on
that
or
cathedrals. There
Board, unless claimed by owner
date from the fourteenth century at before June 5, 1912, said date being high.
Branded
Exeter, Wells and Peterborough.
10 days after last appearance of this
On right hip
sold
will
be
said
estray
advertisement,
What Battleships Cost In Coal.
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
The admiralty has postponed fleet owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
exercises for very much smaller
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
before June 5, 1912, said date being
causes than the coal strike. The navy
10 days after last appearance of this
Albuquerque, N. M.
is, of course, a national concern, but
so are the railways, and the knowl- 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12 advertisement, said estray will )e sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
edge that the third home fleet will be
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
burning on a daily average for the
Notice is hereby given to room it
next three weeks enough coal to run
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
300 express trains 200 miles a day will
Albuquerque, N. M.
make the taxpayer think that the fuel
MOTHER GRAY'S 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12
would have been much better expendSWEET POWDERS
ed in that way. A King Edward eats
10 tons a day while exercising and
FOR CHILDREN,
Httray Advertisement
A OarUinRalief for Fever i"hinrna,
three times as much if hard pressed.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
if e n il ft c h e,
onstipation,
Moinach Trouble.,
The Cornish Riviera or Wild Irishman
Teething
and
may concern that the following
IMMurilrrn,
siDt'nhlsi
can run 100 miles on two tons. LonThr RrpftlcDemroy
Unrms.
Trade Murk In 34 bours. At all Drueeii'la. UloU.
estray animal was taken up by
don Truth.
Don't accept Sample mailed FRKK. AddreM,
sny substitute A. S. OLMSTED. L Roy, N.Y. Candldo Chaves, Casa Salazar.
nig-ga-

r

HOSTi OftDEES

CAFi

To-wi-

F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Remarkable Admission.
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
"Were you acquainted with the mur
and Glazing.
dered man?" asked the prosecuting at
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
torney of a witness for the defense in
West Side Plaza
Old 'Town a murder case. The willingness of the
witness to say all that he could in be
half of the murderer was very apparent, by the way.
THE ROMERO ADV. CO "I know'd him. He was the honest
PUBLICITY EXPERTS" est"
"Never mind about his honesty. Yon
you knew him."
say
Z
SIGNS FOR YOUR
"Yes, Bah; and I'se proud to say J
OFFICE, STOKE" OR FACTORY nebber knowed slch a noble"
"Nobody asked you about that
What was the condition of his healtl
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
was he not in robust health?"
Window Display Cards
ll
"No sah! He was the feeblest
F
I eber seed."
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
"He was killed by the accused, wae
Yellow Front
he not?"
SEE JENSEN Fountain
Square
'
"I can't say so, sah. My idee am
dat he was in slch bad health dat,
eben ef he hadn't geen killed when
TONY'S SHOE SHOP he
was, he would hab died, anyhow,
at least two days previous, sah."

ROMERO,

Treasurer, San Miguel County, N. M

AIB

LOBBY RESTAURANT

THE BEST

COLUMN!

offer. 1 concluded to take it and then
changed my mind and changed back
again, and I did that over and ovet
First Rabbit I haven't seen yoni
again, all the iine while thus tempted. brother for several days. I'm afraid
It was on a Sunday when the fever that
goat ate him up.
was at Its height and, passing theCon.
Second Rabbit Why do you think
gregational church, I noticed that Dr. w?
Gladden was to preach; so I went in
First Rabbit I heard one of those
there to hear him, but principally to kunters say he found a hair i? ths
get away from myself. It happened loitter this moraine.
that the doctor preached that night
.
ii
on 'The Honest Man." Well, that seton
tled It; that bribe lost Its grip
me,
and every low, mean motive as welL
Plan to Make Rome Seaport.
Ths Influence of that sermon musl
The latest project to make Rome
foi
have made me appear bribe-proonever since then has anybody evei k seaport is to lay out a port, 35 feet
approached me, either directly or In- Jeep near Castel Fusaro, formed by
two Jetties out Into the sea
directly, with a bribe." New York running
for some distance, as at the port ot
Evening Post.
Ymulden, Holland. From the port will
lead a ship canal 15 miles long and
POVERTY DROVE TO THEF1 200 feet wide and 27 feet deep. At
Rome shipping accommodations
will
Recent Case of Baron Von Bechlnlc be laid out In the river below the city,
ind this will be connected with the
Reveals Penury In the Publlo Serv"
navigable part of the Tiber by a sysice of Austria.
tem of locks. It will cost about
to carry out the project. OpA Vienna Jury has Just acquitted
Baron Joseph von Bechlnlc In spite ol ponents ot the Idea claim it will not
The pay, but the promoters affirm that
his confession of embezzlement.
trial gave a sad Insight into the pen- when once the city is connected with
the
there will result a
ury existing In the lower ranks ot thi treatMediterranean
amount of traffic.
civil service.
The baron, who belongs to an old
but decayed family, entered the postal
service and married when recelvina
TAX PAYMENTS.
only 2s. 6d. a day. His pay ultimatel)
rose to 3 a week, but the greatei
Notice Is hereby given that all unpart of It was pledged In paying ofl paid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
the debts he had been forced to lncui
on June 1, 1912,' and on
earlier in order to keep his wife and delinquent
and after July 1, 1912, will be sub'
family.
He confessed in court bow one da) ject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
when he had nothing to give his foui ot delinquent taxes will be made and

a

THE

JTIIE OPTICl

lerc mign

f,

1

A. II. Lorenzen

may concern that the followiija; de
scribed estray animal was taken ip by
N. Aubert, Stanley, N. M.
One dark brown
horse,
black tall and mane, about 9 year
old, weighing about 900 lbs., 15 hands

un

rrl

Ave

23, 1912.

Branded

and she tells us this: The men wer

"I had a terlfic struggle over that

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

MAY

high.

know it.

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

To-wi-

at a popular restaurant In town and a
woman was sitting at a table nearby,

THOMAS J.MORTIMER

DAILY

ANT Ads
Are Best

LOST

of C. watch fob. R. C. A.
engraved on back. Return
to Frances E. Kelly 1022, Douglas
K.
A. 1910

Avenue.

Reward.

Market Pi nders

One bay horse, 15 years
old, 4 feet 5 inches high, weighing
400 lbs., swallow fork both ears.
To-wi- t:

Classified ads. search out the
people to whom amanj all
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.

Branded
One left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. May 14. last pub. May 24, 12

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of sr y
sort, and musical instruments.
.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders 'cf tr-best markets!
van-(and

.

I
.
s

t
i
S

7

LAS VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC. THURSDAY,

f

"These arrests add seizures will
plan to
nip in the bud a country-widhouseand
merchants
defraud
Vincent
J.
said
we
think."
wives,
Waluh, attorney for the tradins stamp
"The fact that these tradcompany.
are used in more than 600
stamps
ing
il'.ies In the United States saw the
counterfeiters a wide field of opera
tion. The cost of making the stamps
aftwr the counterfeit dies tire made
VESSEL OF HAMBURG-AMERICCLEVER GANG SUCCEEDS IN DE- was
practically nothing. The counCOMPANY WILL OUTSTRIP
FRAUDING MERCHANTS AND
terfeits are so well done that it
THE TITANIC
OTHERS OF MONEY.
requires a powerful magnifying glass
them.
detect
"In some cities there are trading Comparative Table of Ocean Liner
Chicago, May 2:i. The federal government haa found new klnda of stamp brokers who make a business! Name
Date Length Ton.
counterfeiting to deal with, counter- of buying up unfilled boxes, removing! Great Eastern
1838 680
27,000
feiting on a wholesale scale that the stamps anu seliiiiit them at a; Britanic
1874 455
8,500
the best 'efforts of green discount to merchants. This practice I'mbrla
eclipses
1885 500
10,500
'
goods men in their best days. The makes it possible for counterfeiters Campania
1893 600
18,000
arrest in Chicago of three men and to find a market for their bogus Kaiser Wilhelm... 1899 625 20,800
the seizure In New York of a printing stamps, as all merchants have not Deutsthland
1900 662
23,600
plant where millions of bogus green been In the habit of inquiring as Kaiser Wilhelm II.. 1903 678 26,000
trading stamps hud heen muue an'' carefully into the past history of the Adriatic
1907 725
38,00f,
the confiscation of 500,000 bogifo stamps that are offered to them as Lusitania
1907 725
38,000
stamps has led to the further discov- hereafter they will."
1910 382
45,324
Olympic
The business of making counterbusiness in
ery that a wholesale
1912 900
50,000
Imperator
for famous feit labels and trade marks has been
counterfeiting labels
brands of things als8 has been done. going on for some time It is now beBerlin, May 23. A party of distinThe printing plaTTT discovered at lieved from evidence obtained when guished engineers, newspaper repre192 Delancey street
prin'ing plant was sentatives and others left here today
in New YorK the New York
City Included a wagon loaa of plates raided. A regularly organized gang for Stettin, the guests of the
and dies as well as a full equipment of 'very clever crooks, appears to American
Steamship company to
of rcachinery. There also was an have carried on these operations.
attend the launching of the company's
Not. long ago the distributors of
enormous quantity of counterfeit
new liner Imperator. The new vesBtampg and labels on hand and three an Imported ale were startled to dis- sel, which, is larger than any craft
printers were arrested for complicity cover that the sales of their product afloat, Is to be launched tomorrow
In the business for. which Samuel in the United States apparently had from the
yards of the Vulcan ShipRosenbaum, Bernard Cjhapman and been falling1 off materially but they building company on the Elbe. The
Nathan Hockman were arrested In discovered' also that more of the ale ship will probably be ready to make
Chicago during April,
c
indicted and bearing their labels was being sold her first
voya
early
Now it is known next winter.
under
recently placed
$3,000 hail than ever before.
awaiting extradition. After their in- that a gang had been counterfeiting
The Imperator Is designed to eclipse
dictment the three Chicago men went the label, bottle and cork and selling all previous records of ocean greyto New York but were bo success- a domestic ale for the imported. The hounds for size and splendor.
She
fully shadowed that the plant where plant was raided! and some of the is to be about 20 feet longer than the
the stamps were printed was located. gang were sent to prison.
Olympic and her sister ship, the
This materially advanced the case
Titanic, and will have a disagainst them. Harold J. Hirst, New
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
placement exceeding those vessels by
York
representative of Sperry & Take LAXATIVE
about 5,000 tons. The length of the
BROMO Qulnin
Hutchinson Co. had charge of the Tablets. Druggists refund money If Imperator over all will be 900 feet,
Investigation and came to Chicago to rt falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sis and when complete and fully laden
get the Indictment.
she will displace about 50,000 tons.
nature is on eaca box. 25c.

COUNTERFEITERS

WILL

e

BE LARGEST

V UAIiETBADING

SHIP

STAMPS

)

'
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Hamburg--

trans-Atlanti-

d

There will be 11 decks on the new
liner, and she will he fitted out In
the most luxurious style.
The deck of the new liner will Lav
the beam of Broadway, New York,
leading thoroughfare, at Its widest
part 96 feet' Nine of her 11 decks
will be aboe the water line .equal to
the height of the largest apartment
houses. If the Imperator were set up
on end beside the cathedral cf Cologne, the famous tower would como
only to 'the second funnpl of th
steamship. Nearly 2,000,000 feet ol
Oregon fir were used for her dec
alone.

With so much space avilahle features are possible that have never before been Introduced.
There will be
a promenade deck nearly a quarter
of a mile long, a great entertainment
hall two stories high, holding 700
siiests, a conversation room, a smoking room, a ladies' hall, a winter garden,
restaurant, a reproduction of ancient Roman baths in
bronze, marble and Ivory, rathskeller,
women's salons in different decoratlv
periods and national styles, "imlyer-sal- "
the biggest gymnatelephones,
sium yet, running track of tan I: rk,
equash court, submarine signals Jind
powerful air pumps to waft below
currents of the purest aid and afford
equable temperature throughout.
The Imperator will, when completed, not only be the largest vessjl .'u
the world, but will In aditio'i ii sure
of
her passengers against the '.er-oseasickness. This happy coilltljn Is
to be brought about by the installation of the Frahn decks on board the
new "Goliath of the Ocean," a device
that reduces the motion of a ship to
a minimum. It haa been tried out
line on a
by the Hamburg-Americasmall ship and, so it is averred, haa
reduced the oscillation in heavy
weather from 63 to 3 degrees.
The new liner will not! be a fast
boat, being built more for solid comHer time
fort than great speed,.
across the Atlantic will be in the
neighborhood of seven days. Her en
Ritz-Carlto- n

-s

n

lEVtlt

MAY 23, 1912.

gines
t

will

lie of the reciprocating

lt i;oeg without Baying that the company lg preparing to equip the Impel'
a'or with a sufficient cumber of life
boats to accommodate all of the pas
sengers and crew, numbering, alto

gether about

Citizens Confer With Governor
delegation of 1," citizens of Santa
Fe called of Governor W. C. McDon
ald yesterday for a conference in retard to work on the Scenic Highway
road. The
and the Santa,
delegation was an augmented committee appointed some time ago by the
Chamber of Commerce to create an
active interest In the two roads mentioned.
While no definite rromlscs
were made it Is probable that the
help of the state will be enlisted in
the enterprise and that work will be
commenced at an early date. The
committee will urge the passage of
the Baca bill now pending In the
house relative to the completion of
x
the Seenlo Highway.
Notaries Public Appointed
A

pe-

5',000

persons. The most

powerful Marconi apparatus ever set up
at sea will be Installed on the vessel,
the unusual height of her masts making it possible to receive or trans-

mit message across the broad expanse of the Atlantic ocean. It fa
expected that she will always be in
direct communication with either Europe or America,

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M., May 23. State
Engineer C. D. Miller has returned
from a trip to Canonclto to inspect
the work on the roads being done
there by convicts from the state penitentiary. This camp will be moved
today to Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, to work on the Puerto de Luna
road. This construction is being done
with the state road
in
commission the county' of Guadalupe
furnishing $2,000 and the state a like
amount
This camp was first located at Canonclto that It might be available for
road. The
work on the Santa
failure of Santa Fe county to show
interest in the construction and failwith the state, was
ure to
said by the state engineer to have
been the cause of the change of the
camp's location.
J. B. McManus, superintendent of
the penitentiary accompanied Engineer Miller for the purpose of inspecting the convict camp.
The state engineer announces that
reports have been received as to county road expenditures from the clerks
of Union, Bernalillo, Colfax and Torrance counties.
Fe-Ta-

Fe-Ta-

The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor W. C. McDonald:
L. M. Doerr, Artesia, Eddy
Peter Metford,
county;
Clayton,
Union county; Herbert W. Gehring,
East Las Vegas, San Miguel county;
W. M. Ervlen, Roswell, Chaves county; Gustave Wels, Laguna, Valencia
county; E. O. Brownfleld, Alamogor-do- ,
Otero county; T. J. Taylor, Jr.,
Tucumcarl, Quay county; C, C. Cope,
Roswell, Chaves county; J, F. Fondre,
Los Lunas, Valencia county; A. B.
Williams, Cloudcroft, Otero county;
P. P. Parsons, Doris, Quay county.
Verdict for $5,000
In the federal court the Jury
brought in a verdict in favor of the
plaintiff in the case of Charles O'Connor by his next friend, vs. the A.
T. & S. F. Railway company, for
$5,000 damages, for the death of his
father, killed while loading ties at
Domingo, 40 miles south of Santa Fe.
Marron

& Wood

of

Albuquerque,

Twit-chel- l,
represented plaintiff, and R. E.
All petit jurthe defendant
ors have been discharged. Judge W.
H. Pope left last night for Agricultural College to deliver the commencement address.
Supreme Court
The state supreme court met yesterday and heard arguments in the

case of the State of New Mvs'.co, ex
te, J. Aj Sweeney, vs. Second Judicial court This is a mandamus action in an attempt to compel Judge
H. F. Reynolds to take Jurisdiction,
such Jurisdiction having been denied.
Judges Roberts. Hanna, and Parker
were on the bench, and Clerk J. D.
Sena in attendance. The court adjourned to meet today.
CALIFORNIA
Long Beach,

BANKERS MEET,
Calif., May 23.

A

large and representative gathering ot
bankers and business men was present today at the opening of the
eighteenth annual meeting of the
California Bankers' association. Former Congressman Duncan E. McKin-le'Prof. E. J. Wickson or the UniPresident
of California,
versity
Charles E. Bentley of the California
Fruit Canners' association, President
W. H. Doyle of the Arizona Bankers'
association and other men of prominence will be speakers at the three
days' session.
y,
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There is no better Ice manufactured
than our ice. We know it and want
you to know It We strive to please
our customers in every way and we
point to our rapidly increasing trad
as proof that we have done so.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phons Main 227

'
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'TijAS turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes Itis
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.

OPTIC
PHONE HAIN 2
f

SWING
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"THE PUBLIC BE DAMNED"
Are the words the late
-

used, when he thought he had the people in his graspj and
Judging the way the

'

COKSOIKATWll OF PACKERS
are boosting prices ot their products, They evidently

Think of Talchert's store when you
think of underwear.

I IE DM

a popular
at the

Marie Meloney
sings
sons In har catchy style

Dun-ca-

.

.$1.45
$1-7-

5

90

y

Fresh dry cells at

ID

See the Una of novelties for graduation gifts at Murphey's drug store.

.BERRIES
AND

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
Have your lawn mower sharpened
tie wood. Direct from distillery by our new process sharpener.
to yon. At the Lobby, of court
Hello!
Where are you golngT
To the White Kitchen to get a good
23c meal.
Home cooking. Open day

Send her a box of LIggett'a chocolates for her graduation gift It's tie
purest and best candy mada. Fresh
at Murphey's drug store.

residence, 1016 Fifth
street 3 lota, 6 rooms and bath. Furnished or unfurnished, good cellar
and
Cheap if taken in
the next few days. Dr. E. L.
For

FRESH EVER! DAY
Tange-- .

rines, Oranges, Grape Fruit,
Bananas Etc.

J. H. 5TEARNS
TO EAT
PURE THINGS

sale,

The starte convict road camp wat
moved today from Canyoncito to
Santa Rosa, where work on the high
ways in that, seotlon will be begun
immediately.
A fancy box of initial stationery
makes an ideal gift for the young lady
graduate. A big line at Murphey's

drug store.
William Donnelly, conductor on the
Santa Fe running into Las' Vegas, accompanied by bis family, will remove
from his present home in Raton to
Nolan, where he will spend1 the
William Frank received word to
day from his son, William Frank, Jr.,

on the Frank ranch near Holland,
stating that during the storm last
week 350 lambs died. The loss in
the northern part of, the state, where
the storm was severe was heavy.

SEE! This fine; Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour IV
RBQULAR RETAIL VALUE. Sia.OO
trawhaaed aeveral carloads of this beautiful

nd

dinner-war-

mr

manufacturer to giva a an eiolonive design
lares iurrhae enabled Mia
of tbe oot to "advertising
We are charging-par- t
ml
Ttrj low price.
ask yoa to pay a percentage of the actual cost pt the
expense,"la and aonly
nCosmoe"
Uealiro and cannot be duplicated In
beautiful
of
eef. It
(iimllly for Ixii than (14 in any retail china store. It ia guaranteed by Doth
five
"lii?Sir.n"n"n"?e.ackof IABABEB'S Floar. Bendowe will
eonDona and 3.9 In cash, draft, postal or eipreaa money order, and and
frefrtt. Addresa coupons
one of these beautiful setaof'the
Mill.
Larabee Flour
Company,
to The China Department
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and ddresa plainly.
HuHiinon,
are also good for Rogers' BilTerwer
The coupons In LARABEE! S Flour
circular.
for
and other valuable premiumaAak
detodptlra
EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-GooGERMAN-

d"

-MILLED

FOR
SALE
8Y

Flour that makes Baking

V

'

u

A

t.- -

TT R A C O Q"Q

"The Three Twins."

IT

SPECIAL PRICES ON

OF

ONE WEEK MORE

It

I

a Delight

ALL GROpERS.
Try a Sack You'll Like It.

Qviality

Quantity
Is our slogan. Turning
out a lot of fair work means
nothing to us.
Turning out a lot, as we
are doing, of nFINE work
means increased businesst

then

pleased customers,
more business and the rightly earned name,

The

Laundry

THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING

EATABLE..
Fresh Strawberries
EVERY DAY

of

QueJity

Our kind cost YOU, no more.

Las Vefjas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

MONTEFIORE

SUITS AT GREENOERGER'S

Douglas

WELL:-

JPlr

JP1

mWj0

j

the

FRESH

SANITARY
BAKERY

Goto

Cfass Flower

BOUCHER S

Marguerites

w sixth nnnnv nsjimu
II
in
m

&

c,
ra

cniw
a

m i

FLORISTS

m

Phon
gas

"The Store of Satisfaction"
121

w

Follow the lead
'

.

..

11,

I,

m

of thousands of

r
m

Llg-gett- 's

-

SEEDSMEN

Waists in all Sizes and Colors

,

Did You order those Flowers y
For your Graduate Friends ytt

-

account of closingof schools we are going to give you
a special discount on childrens Knickerbocker Suits all this week
Take advaniage of this opportunity and fit your boy out.

SSOn

CONGREGATION

Service Friday evening at 7:30 p.
Confirmation service Sunday 10
NOTICE.
a. m. Cobfirmant
Hsnii'jtU .KaufAll persons knowing themselves to man and Ruth Nahm.
be Indebted to me will please call
and settle by May 25. Dr. E. L.
MARY KLINE WEDS.
Miss Mary W. Kline, daughter ot
Mi . and Mrs. Seneca T. Kline, yesteras Senacharrlb day afternoon became the bride of
Lewis
Norman
Popp, the most henpecked man liv- John O. V. Kapp of Ocate. The maring, shows how to get the best of riage ceremony was performed In the
your better half. Duncan.
parsonage of the 1rst Methodist
church in the presence of the par"
Record books, graduation cards, ents of the bride and a few close
dainty gift books, Initial stationery, relatives, Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor
fountain pens, Huyler"s candy,
of the Methodist church officiatffig.
all mafce nice gifts. The bride is a native of tbe Meadow
candy,
Best assortment in' the city at Mur- City, and received her education in
the public schools of this city. She
phey's drug store.
was graduated from tbe High school
Harry Herring and L. F. Favllle, two years ago, attending the Normal
state agents for the ETefett motor University laat year. During the
car, thave received two of the latest past winter.. Mrs. Kapp bas been
model "joy wagons"and will open up teaching school in Ocate and it was
headquarters in tbe store room in Ibere that "Dan Cupid" got busy. Mr.
front of N. O. Herman's paint shop, Kapp
is bookkeeper for J. R.
under the firm name of the H. and Strong, the Ocate merchant. The
F. Automobile and Garage company, bride and groom left lasflilght for
One of the cars is a four cylinder 30 Ocate where they will reside.
horse power fore door tourlngi car
and the other Is a six cylinder 48 NOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS.
horse power machine. The larger
On Friday the Agua Pufa Company
machine Is equlppetT with self start- expects to lower about 1,000 feet of
These Its main
er and ether JaCe devices.
pipe line. If it becomes neccars will be used Tot' demonstration.
essary to shut off the water on this
line the pressure in the city will be
CARTOONIST "DREW" 30 DAYS
quite low. All water consumers are
Many clever stunts in cartooning requested to restrict their Irrigation
have been executed by Wallace Mo as muclHtS "possible on this day. and
Dougall, who has come before the pub- consumers on the Hot Springs boule
lic eye in Las Vegas because of pen vard may have their water supply
and ink work,but this gent put on a shut .off without further notice:
S. POWERS,
"show" last night that has all of his
Assistant Superintendent
oast records beat a city block. It
brought him into the custody of tbe
police of tbe East side, earned him a
BANK IS ROBBED
night's lodging in the city Jail and
Guthrie, Okla., May 23. Advices
unless he comes across with a from
Carney, Okla., say robbers en
$30 fine, costs, and the price of
tered the bank of Carney early today
glass broken by him may room and and' escaped with booty amounting to
board him for the next 30 days. Mac-- about $15,000, secured
by blasting tbe
Dougall's show went along alright last safe.
night until be came across Terry
night watchman, with whom
the stunts the cartoonist was pulling
off didn't make a hit
The pen and ink artist had evident
ly gotten on the wrong side of too
many drinks and was tearing things
off in great style, that ia until the
Choicest of
For
met McGovera. Why Mac's show
didn't make a hit with Terry is hard
to say, but he evidently didn't know
how to please the officer. Anyhow
McGovera landed him in the cooler.
Once inside the artist commenced to
call Officer McGovera naughty names
and threatened to kill him when he
got out. He finally tried to throw a
bucket through the closed window at
the policeman, However, the bars
not the kind that had caused the cartoonist's downfall in the first place-w- ere
in front of the flying obstacle and
McGovera is atill living, and unin
jured. MacDougall was given a bearing before Judge D. R. Murray this
morning and a $30 fine or 30 days 1n
jail was given him.
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THE GSAAF S IIAWARD CO." STORE

WRENS
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AT THE HOME

w
A fountain pen

Mur-phey'-

and night.

STRAWBERRIES

W

Bee Aunt Jane at Bexley, the college play which Is a second cousin to

makes a useful
graduation gift for the young man
graduate. A good assortment at MurNothing ulcer for the girl graduate
mower
,
lawa
sharpened phey's drug store.
Have your
s
than a box of fine stationary.
our new process sharpener.
by
drug store has a splendtd line.
The luxury of comfort without sacrifice of style and quality can be
Witness an exciting football game
"Ebery body knows l'se de chiefest found In a pair of Bostonlan dress
and barn dance all for EOc and 35c. rubber-down,- "
Chub Swallow, the ace shoes.
All leathers.
5.00.
3.50 to
Duncan tonight.
of spades. In Aunl Jane at Bexley.
All styles. Talchert'a, Douglas

in

Also Pineapple, Apricots

.

4

Fresh dry cells at Gearing's.

Gehritg.

73c and 60o silk hose for
Tickets for the boxing contest Sat39c, Friday and Saturday only, at
night on sale now at
urday
Talchert's, Douglas avenue.

THE CASH GROCER
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Special,

75

.....

379

'i
X.
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45
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j VPLEI

Fourth

819

tonight

....!..

lb. Can Pure Lard for. . . .
101b. Can Simon Pure Lard for
51b. Can Simon Pure Lard for

7

street

WE ARE SELLING TODAY

10

,,
V

Vim IHeld'
Ludvig
UrMa& Street

tonight.

harness for sale cheap.

but a fraction in advance of what they compel us to pay

lb. Can Pure Lard for 51b. Can Pure Lard for.......

CALL MAIN

'

Good team, nearly new wagon and

OUR PRICES
3

Gardening is a pleasure enjoyed alike by rhe ikh and the poor. It
is a health giving exercise that clears the brain and brings out our
best thoughts. Vegetables that are out of our own gardun always
taste better than any we can buy. We have all kinds ot
SHOVELS
GARDEN SEED GARDEN HOSE RAKES

Hear Kid Caruso sing the famoua
Heidelberg Stein Song at the Duncan

think alike

are

What is Home Vithout a Garden

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at tn Opera Bar.

corjizsoDonE va tsntnniLT
v
v
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America's
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fastidious house- -
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the

AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATOR.

L3

and experience the pleasure of removing the daintiest foods from
t as you put them in. Pure, wholesome and tempting.
t,
wide, deep, high food chambers;
steel wire, adjustable shelves; a built-iporceinlain lined water cooler; eight walls of
sulation and an Automatic system of circulation ol 3,-cold air, commend the Automatic to

Snow-whit-

nickel-brigh-

e,

n,

everyone,-everywhe-

J.

JOHNSEN

C.

&
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THE SUGAR TRIAL
New York, May 23. Montana as a

CHURCHES TO UNITE
Seattle, Wash., May 23. The United

beet sugar territory and the part the Presbyterian general assembly voted
American Sugar Refining company unanimously today to hold the neyt
It
played there came in for inquiry today meeting in Atlanta, Georgia.
at the hearing in the case in equity explained to the delegates, that th
instituted by the government to cause general assemblies of the
the dissolution of the
"sugar rian church in the United States and
the Southern Presbyterian church
,
trust."
Chester S. Morey, the president, of would meet in Atlanta, and that with
the great Western Sugar company of the three assemblies in session in the
New Jersey, and chief agent ot the same city, the plans for union mtyht
late H. Havemeyer in the western be worked out
A telegram was received from the
beet sugar country, was a witness to
day. The. Great Western Sugar com chairman of the comlmttee on church
pany owns a factory at BilllngSj Mon union appointed by the general assemtana. The method used in acquiring bly of the Presbyterian church in the
this plant was told''today! "V?ltbln United States asking the appointment
three months after Mr. "Havemeyer's of a similar committee by the United
attention had been called o the Bill Presbyterians. After some discussion
ings company, the Agricultural Invest of the wording the general assembly
ment company, a Havemeyer concern. unanimously adopted a resolution that
had acquired a controlling share in "a committee of conference be apthe stock, the witness said. He ad pointed to meet with a similar committed that an election was held, the mittee from the other Presbyterian,
local men were removed and others assemblies to ascertain whether a
of Havemeyer's men became directors, practical basis of union may be
'
The plant is still run under the name found."
The annual reports ot the church
of the Billings Sugar company, al
though since 1907 its entire stock has boards were presented today and will
taken uo In order.
been owned by the Great Western
Sugar, company, Bald Mr. Morey.
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GREETINGS EXCHANGED
Des Moines, la.. May 23. Fraternal
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, May 23. Cattle, . re greetings from the Southern Baptist
ceipts 2,000, Including 800 southerns. association were read bk the Rev, S.
Market steady. Native steera $5.25 J. Porter of Texaa at theopenIng of
ft
8.25; southern cows and heifers today's session of the Nortliern Bap$3.756.50: native cows and heifers tist convention. The two con'. '
feeders have been divided for some th. ove
$3.758.50; j etocker-an- d
$5.257.25; bulls $57.25;' calves tbe supervision of the mission
In Mexico, and an agreement look;...r
$5.508.50; western eteersf 6.60
toward greater
in nation-- !
8.80; western cows $4.2o6.75.
to bol
Hogs, receipts 7,000. Market strong. al church work is expected
Bulk of sales $7.D07.80; heavy $7.70 reached at this convention.
A special committee has been apa $7.82; packers and butchers $7.60
pointed and will report on the advis7.80; lights $7.307.60;
"
ability of affiliating all state Baptist
6.E0. .'
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market stea- conventions In the northern district
with the annual Northern Baptist
dy. Muttons $4.256; lambs $6.B0
pigs-$5.2-

10; range wethers and yearlings $4
6; range ewes $3'7T5.2n: Texas goats

$33.75.
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